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About The Conference

The conference revolves around bringing technology and management research areas 

synchronically on an indivisible platform to work towards  achieving Sustainable 

Development Goals with latest research findings and ideas. The main intention of this 

conference is to integrate interdisciplinary inquiry to deliver the best applications by 

formulating solutions and strategies to cope up with the challenges faced by society. 

· To provide different approaches and perspectives with exchanges of methodology on 

Sustainable Development Goals. 

· To provide opportunities for academics to receive informal in-depth feedback through 

discussions, and to enable them to establish contact with professionals in other 

countries and institutions.

· To address solutions on the global challenges faced everyday related to poverty, 

inequality, climate change, environmental degradation, education, peace and justice.

The society will benefit by the application of ideas and methods emerging from the meeting 

of minds. The exchange of research findings, opinions, concepts and tools will contribute in 

furthering research and implementation of its findings for larger societal good.

· To necessitate the collaboration of people of diverse expertise across a range of 

disciplines together to achieve the goals.

OBJECTIVES:

· To create collaborative team of interdisciplinary experts who can think beyond the 

routine knowledge to solve particular problems on health, education, food and access 

to essential services.

In this era of fast moving societal transformations, numerous types of socio–economic 

problems, having relation to other disciplines have arisen which demand comprehensive 

approach to attain solutions for Sustainable Development. In Interdisciplinary research, 

teams or individuals integrate information, techniques, tools and concepts from two or more 

disciplines to solve problems. The conference shall be a platform to showcase policies, tools 

and techniques for achieving Sustainable Development Goals pertaining to the Economic, 

Financial, Environmental and Socio-Cultural aspects.

This Conference aims to bring together leading academic scientists, policy makers, top 

managers, practitioners, researchers and research scholars to present, discuss, exchange 

and share their experiences, recent innovations, current trends, analytical approaches, 

practical challenges encountered and research results adopted on all aspects. They will also 

have the chance to meet experts and high-level delegates, along with sharing of ideas and 

research findings with peers from past and present. Participants can build new networks to 

meet different personalities and learn about the latest tools available. This conference will 

serve as a unique confluence of knowledge, networking, entertainment and learning in one 

ensemble.
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WELCOME NOTE

With this backdrop, the theme for this International Conference 'Inter-Disciplinary Research in Computer Science and Management 
for achieving Sustainable Development Goals' has been determined. The objective of this conference is to provide a meaningful 
platform to discuss, share, and witness radical research and efforts, in all areas of Computer Science and Management. Also, the 
conference aims at gaining actionable insights for finding new paths for successful journey towards achieving Sustainable 
Development Goals through inter-disciplinary research in Computer Science and Management.

International School of Informatics & Management (popularly known as IIIM) ranks amongst the best Management and Technical 
institutions in Rajasthan and has contributed to all sectors of business and technological development. Since its inception, the 
institution has played an imperative role in providing managerial and technical manpower and know-how to the country. It has also 
been considered a trend-setter in the area of education and in pursuit of research in the field of Management and Computer science. 
The institution was accredited with grade 'A' (the highest in 2016) by NAAC in 2016 and thus has been state's first institute to have 'A' 
Grade amongst the MBA and MCA institutions. Besides, the institute has been consecutively ranked first in the category 'A' for the 
academic sessions 2017-2018, 2018-19 and 2019-2020 by Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, for its MBA and MCA programs on 
the basis of Quality Index Value (QIV) score. It has also been ranked first in category 'A' for its MBA program in 2020-21 & placed in 
category 'A' in 2020-21 for its MCA Programme. The institute has also been able to achieve distinguished ranks among all the 
institutions in India, in the surveys conducted by agencies such as CSR-GHRDC, Indian Management and Business world.

The institution with its unflinching efforts and determination to provide the best amenities for the attainment of quality technical 
education and with the profundity of culture, tradition and its commitment to value based quality education ensures that students by 
the end of their respective course are well prepared for their finest hour, that is, stepping into their chosen career. Also, to develop 
and impart a rewarding learning environment for students, apart from using state-of-art teaching tools and techniques, the institute 
emphasizes on strong industry-institute interface, curricular and extracurricular activities and thus, organizes a surfeit of events all 
through the year. ICMIT 2021 is just another link in the sequence of events that we carry out on a regular basis. In our endeavor to 
enhance the reach of this conference, this year also, we have made preeminent efforts to organize this conference through online 
mode due to ongoing pandemic COVID-19. We are glad that we have been able to keep up the partnership with Northern Technical 
University, Iraq, Institute of Leadership and Development Communication, Nigeria, Nepal Open University, Nepal and IIS (deemed 
to be) University, Jaipur for organizing the international conference and this time we have also successfully appended new partners 
to this coalition, including Northern University, Bangladesh, Bingham University, Nigeria, Center for Integrated Research of Health 
and Development, Dhaka, Bangladesh, CT University, Punjab, Himalayan Garhwal University, Uttarakhand.

The world today is facing one of the biggest pandemics ever. We are witnessing heightened tensions and humanitarian crises, 
violent, interlinked and multiplying conflicts, and unprecedented scales of movement of people forced to flee their temporary homes 
and places of work. Without collective and coordinated global efforts, people risk starving to death and succumbing to disease, lost 
futures, mass displacements and reversed development gains. The task in front of us is exigent; moreover, the current situation of 
turmoil has made it tricky for the countries to achieve agenda of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals adopted by the UN General 
Assembly in 2015. Indeed, world leaders should acknowledge this and commit to protect the richness of life and nature on our 
planet, the only home we have, by encouraging and promoting research and innovations in every sector, be it medical science or 
engineering, be it communication or education, be it Computer Science or Management for achieving Sustainable Development 
Goals. SDGs represent a novel coherent approach wherein, issues as diverse as education, poverty, and climate change intersect 
and also ensconce social, economic, and environmental goals in a comprehensive way. Each goal relies on another, although there 
are no clear ways to measure this junction. Multilateral structures and institutions that accelerate sustainable development through 
interdisciplinary research are more vital than ever to reduce inequality and foster peace and prevent conflict for resources on this 
planet. 

Director
Dr. Ashok Gupta



INTRODUCTION

The technical session I on “Transformational Technology, Innovation & Digital Collaboration” intends to focus on the 
rapidly changing landscape driven by the emergence of new technologies especially Information, Communication 
and Entertainment technologies all posing new challenges in the current scenario and also attempts to explore the 
latest innovative solutions and developments made in the field through digital collaboration.

Convenor

The Panel Discussion on “SDGs: How are our Organizations faring and the Road Ahead” aims at demystifying and 
examining the progress towards attainment of SDGs and the potential strategies to achieve Sustainable 
Development Goals. 

The technical session II on “Developments in Organizational Change Leadership” provides a platform to look into 
and address the need to reframe the challenges facing organizational change and leadership. 

I hope the deliberations and interactions initiated during the two day conference will provide a learning platform to all 
the participants, speakers and delegates giving them a better insight into the emerging issues in Sustainable 
Development and identify ways and means of achieving Sustainable Development Goals through interdisciplinary 
research in Computer Science and Management. 

The Sustainable Development Goals espoused by the United Nations in 2015 are the blueprint to achieve a better 
and more sustainable future for all by 2030. Until recently, development progressed steadily, albeit unevenly and 
countries are not on track to meet the Sustainable Development Goals by 2030. Moreover, pandemic Covid-19 
strikes the development agenda hard, infecting and killing millions of people. It has plunged the world into a severe 
slump, repealing income convergence trends between low-income developing countries and highly developed 
economies. The current crisis has disrupted progress towards basic development goals, as developing countries 
must now balance urgent spending to protect lives and livelihoods with longer-term investments in health, 
education, physical infrastructure, and other essential needs. We are all still waiting for innovative research and 
actions to peter out this massive predicament absolutely. Further, the complexity of sustainable development 
cannot be adequately addressed by research approaches restricted to a single scientific discipline. Also, the global 
socio-economic and environmental challenges are so complex and interconnected that they cannot anyhow be 
addressed by individual disciplines operating in silos. Thus, innovative research, information, expertise and 
pecuniary resources from the society as a whole are necessary to achieve the Sustainable Development Goals in 
every circumstance. We now need new responses to the emerging challenges. There is need of promoting 
innovative inter-disciplinary research as a crucial means of extenuating perils and generating futuristic solutions to 
the most imperative challenges in the way of achieving Sustainable Development Goals and ensuring peace and 
prosperity on this planet.

The  theme of the conference  'Inter-Disciplinary Research in Computer Science and Management for achieving 
Sustainable Development Goals' has been conceived to explore, discuss and share research findings pertaining to 
the challenges in the achievement of SDGs and also provide the participants with a meaningful platform to discover 
sustainable pragmatic solutions in the field of Management and Computer Science  thereby steering new business 
paradigms which enable rapid economic growth without compromising the capacity of the ecosystem to sustain, 
nurture and fuel economic development, and human well-being on this Earth.

The conference focuses on diverse dimensions of the theme. The sessions are designed to address the main 
issues and discover and design innovative methods and strategies to achieve Sustainable Development Goals.  

The technical session III on “Fostering synergies between IT based solutions and managerial practices for 
achieving Sustainable Development Goals” attempts to investigate and unveil the managerial & technological 
facets fostering synergies for achieving Sustainable Development Goals.

Dr. Manju Nair



We are extremely grateful to our speakers and researchers for their overwhelming response.

Prof.  Manju Nair

Dr. Tripti Bisawa
Dr. Preeti Tiwari

In this setting, this international conference on the theme 'Inter-Disciplinary Research in 
Computer Science and Management for achieving Sustainable Development Goals' aims at 
providing interdisciplinary platform to bring together leading academicians, researchers and 
practitioners to deliberate, discuss, present, exchange and share their experiences and 
research results to enlighten the participants about the contribution and scope of 
Management and Computer Science in the achievement of Sustainable Development Goals 
and also provide direction for further research in these areas.  

We welcome all the participants and anticipate that their valuable inputs would help in 
exploring new avenues of achieving Sustainable Development Goals through research in 
Management and Computer Science. 

Prof.  Kavaldeep Dixit

Dr. Vijay Gupta

In the present era, sustainability is an imperative societal issue because we are faced with 
the quandary of tackling fast-paced shift in global technology, population and consumption 
patterns, rising inequalities, climate change, loss of biodiversity and increasing amounts of 
waste from human activity. There is a broad consensus that the current trajectory of modern 
society is untenable. Therefore, it is necessary to find a solution though this effort has been 
led by confederacy around the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). But, with just nine 
years remaining to achieve the 2030 agenda, no country has so far convincingly been able to 
meet a set of basic human needs at a globally sustainable level of resource use. 
Consequently, the partial accomplishment of the goals raises strong concerns and alarms the 
global society.  A lot needs to ensue rapidly to bring about the transformative changes. There 
is urgent need to modify or reverse the impeding policies and also to scale-up in accelerated 
mode the recent advances that promote the Goals. Thus, the multidisciplinary nature of 
sustainability challenges faced by the world today makes it necessary to explore the possible 
solutions through research in various disciplines. Innovations in the field of Business 
Management and Computer Science confirm the role of technology in supporting the 
requisite revolutionary changes. Moreover, Information Technology is a conduit of social and 
technical solutions since it can proffer enhanced communication and transparency for 
fostering the required economic, political, and cultural adjustments. Besides, Information 
Technology is at the heart of virtually every large-scale socio-economic system including 
systems for Finance, Manufacturing, Generation and Distribution of Energy and many more 
and also the sustainability focused alterations in those systems are inextricably associated 
with advances in Computer Science.

Prof.  Swati V. Chande

EDITORS’ NOTE
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BIG DATA ANALYTICS FOR RETAIL INDUSTRY

Deepak Kumar, Karvy Insights, New Delhi, India

Abstract:

Retail is the process of selling products and services through multiple channels. Retailers identify the buyer’s need
and deliver the product or services through a medium. The medium could be the traditional physical shops or e-
commerce websites, or multi-channel. The present landscape of retail is very different from what it was some years
ago. For instance, the number of touch points for a consumer has increased more than ever before. While visiting a
store, a consumer does not make the purchase decision by evaluating the product or talking to a retail salesperson.
They use multiple information sources like browsing the web on their phones to compare prices, reading product
reviews, checking in with an immediate network like friends and family, visiting social media pages to gather more
information about particular products or services. In this process, the consumers generate a lot of data for future
consumption or use the data to make their current decisions. Thus from the customer point of view, the purchase
journey, including researching product, quality, price, convenience, availability, etc. leaves a lot of data traces

On the seller side and in the retail ecosystem, there are several strategic decisions to be made. Some of these
include analysis of the current market scenario, understanding the customer, benchmarking of competition, supply
chain process efficiency, channel & distribution strategy, pricing and placement of products strategy, etc. All of this
relies on some data. Thus, both seller and customer use several data points at their respective levels in their buying/
selling journey. The number of sources available and used has also increased manifold at both ends.

The large amount of customer data collected through the point of sale and other sources can help in producing
valuable insights for retailers. Earlier, the retailers provided the product to the customer basis on the requirement
mentioned at the point of sale. But the scenario is different now - retailers can use the previously collected data and
behavior of a cohort of consumers and predict the customer choices well in advance, even before buying the prod-
uct. As a result, the data is growing exponentially in terms of volume, velocity, veracity, and value. These insights give
them understanding and an edge over their competitors.

Therefore, big data analytics techniques, Artificial Intelligence and machine learning algorithms are now used more
than ever. Big data is helping retailers in inventory management, packaging, cost-effectiveness, fast transportation,
forecasting the demand and customer experience. With these analytics techniques, consumer cohorts and profil-
ing are done to a certain level of accuracy and help sellers understand the interests, choices, and lifetime value of
the consumer.

In the years 2020 and 2021, due to the Covid19 pandemic, this was further amplified by the digital-first behavior of
consumers. It further enables understanding and generating valuable information to serve the consumer better.
Now, the brands know more about the consumers through their online behavior, which benefits both the buyer and
seller. Due to this deep knowledge about consumer likes/dislikes, choices and behavior – offerings or even commu-
nication pre and post-offer can be customized, leading to increased customer loyalty and helping retailers return as
repeat purchases and referrals.  While the pandemic situation is improving and the economy is on recovery route,
some shifts in product demand and consumer behavior are long-term changes and therefore termed as new normal
for the retail industry.

The present paper promises to provide a framework for using the various big data methodologies and data science
algorithms, which can help retailers make better decisions. We will review the latest Machine learning techniques
that can help solve core business needs of expanding the customer base. The paper will deliver some helpful meth-
odology for big data analytics techniques for growth and sustainability in retail.

Keywords: Retail, Big data, Artificial intelligence, Consumer behavior, E-commerce
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EXPLORING RELATIONSHIP OF CUSTOMER SATISFACTION WITH HIGH
CUSTOMER LOYALTY IN SELECT BANKS OF VIDARBHA

Dr. Nirzar Kulkarni, Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Management Studies and Research, Nagpur, India

Abstract:

Owing to increase in competition and growing use of technology in the banking industry consumer
retention has turned out to be a totally crucial area. Banks need to pay increased attention to
consumer satisfaction and additionally need to take vital action towards consumer loyalty so as
to retain their customers. Banks need to additionally focus on switching cost especially since it
moderates the socio-economic traits in consumer satisfaction and loyalty.

This research proposes a research model that includes the role of different consumer aspects
aligned with socio-economic elements in the above stated relationship. This is a descriptive study
wherein transformation of nature of a bank’s interaction with customers from traditional chan-
nels which include phone and e-mail and web-based shape, from full-service to self- benefit, and
from mass selling to customized selling has been analyzed. The study concludes that customer
satisfaction can be one important measure of consumer loyalty.

On banking sector a lot of work in the western Indian region, has been conducted by several
researchers however, measurement of customer satisfaction of internet banking has not been
covered in adequate detail. This study is an attempt to manage consumer satisfaction on internet
banking in a specific city of a Western Indian state for a specific time. Most studies have been
carried out with five factors of SERVQUAL Model, but this study also includes the expectation of a
customer which is not always part of SERVQUAL Model. So this study may be an upgrading on
SERVQUAL Model advanced via way of means of study by Parasuraman in 1985. In western India
rarely any research has been carried out in the past on the subject of measurement of consumer
satisfaction of internet banking customers. The study fills the gap between Domestic and global
level development based on SERVQUAL Model and is a pioneering study on the topic in western
Indian vicinity. It eliminates the absence of any such study at an identical subject in the region.
Further, it has been observed that switching costs also effect consumer loyalty substantially.

Keywords: Customer retention, Commercial banking industry, Internet banking behavior and internet services
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CHOOSE AND EVOLVE YOUR WOW (WAYS OF WORKING) BEYOND AGILE

Indubala Kachhawa, Toastmasters International, USA

Abstract:

As per the Project Management Institute, the definition of leadership has taken a pragmatic shift
from “Influence” to “Making an impact”. PMI 4.0 is a growth strategy to address the Project Man-
agement needs of change makers.

One can be a change maker and create an impact if allowed the freedom to choose their own way
of working.

All persons, teams, and organizations are unique. And the problems they face are also unique. This
means that an agile framework must work the same for all, however, it is not possible. A technique
that is effective for A, may not work well for B, and vice versa. Every entity (person, organisation,
industry) is singular in terms of background, skills, goals, vision, mission, preferences than its
contemporary entity.

There is a plethora of frameworks in the market, Lean, Scrum, Kanban, SAFe®©, but they don’t
address the full spectrum of complexities faced by all teams, organizations. They are one-size-fits-
all frameworks. But in the real world, one size cannot fit all.

One size fits all framework provides general solutions for specific problems, which is not work-
able in the long run. This paper discusses a base framework that can be tailored to address the
situation that is faced in the sphere of work. Disciplined Agile gives the freedom to choose, custom-
ize and tailor as per the situation. It multiplies exponentially the ability to take on more complex
initiatives and lead agile teams. Disciplined Agile helps us choose the right agile approach for a
given situation.

It uses the fundamentals of agile and lean approaches like Scrum, Kanban, SAFe®, and more, along
with how to implement the Disciplined Agile (DA) to choose the way of working (WoW™).

DA is not restricted to a single paradigm. It provides us with choices to choose the techniques that
are most suitable for the situation at hand.

Anyone can benefit from Disciplined Agile, be it in IT, Software development, education, pharma-
ceutical, retail, banking, or even a small-scale business owner. It gives the freedom to break the
method prison and allows the team to evolve their WoW more effectively to be phenomenally
agile.(Disciplined Agile helps in evolving WoW to create an impact and be a change maker.

Keywords: Project Management, Agile, Agile project management, Disciplined agile, Dynamic leadership, Making an
impact, Change maker
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY FOR DEEP CROWD COUNT USING CNN ARCHITEC-
TURE-THE DEEP LEARNING MODEL

Divya Sharma, Manipal University, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

To control or manage the huge number of crowd that is increasing day by day, the need arises to
analyze the crowd. The paper provides a deep understanding of crowd image analysis using image
processing tasks. To analyze a crowd as a whole, the study needs to perform various image pro-
cessing tasks. Initially, one needs to capture a crowded image and while capturing an image
various type of noise can come like impulsive noise, Gaussian noise and Brownian noise etc. To
remove the unwanted noise the requirement of image restoration arises. There are a number of
image restoration methods available like inverse filters, linear filters etc., but the most optimal
and popular restoration technique is the wiener filter. Once the noise is removed, to analyze crowd
behavior a number of techniques can be used. The deep learning based techniques plays an
important role to make a fundamental base for analysis. The most primary approach and the one
that provides a base for the optimal image processing task is Convolutional Neural Network (CNN).
The paper discusses different types of CNN architecture like MCNN (Multi CNN) that follows the
basic CNN architecture in three layers parallel, each one for the different predefined size of the
crowd. Another approach is Switch CNN wherein an image can be analyzed based on the density by
dividing an input image into multiple parts and selects individual part and chooses a regressor
according to the density of the selected part (patch). The third discussed CNN model is the SD-CNN
(Scale Driven CNN) that strategizes the CNN approach supported by the headcount of an individual
from the crowd. This study also discusses cascade CNN architecture for crowd count that forms
multiple clusters based on the count of crowd image. To analyze performance of each one of these
algorithm the experiment conducted on the UCF_CC_50 dataset. The paper concludes that SD-CNN
is the most optimal for high density of crowd count as it has 235.74 MAE (Mean Absolute Error) and
345.6 MSE (Mean Square Error). Further, the paper also presents an analytical view to decide on
the best optimal technique based on Mean Square Error and Mean Absolute Error and conclude
that the CSR-NET is one of the optimal techniques for crowd analysis-related actions.

Keywords: CNN, Cascade CNN, FCNN, MCNN, Switch CNN, SD-CNN, CSR-NET
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IOT BASED PROPOSED MODEL FOR MONITORING AIR USING ARDUINO AND
GAS SENSOR

Apoorva Verma, S S Jain Subodh PG College, Jaipur, India
Dr. Leena Bhatia, S S Jain Subodh PG College, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The problem of air pollution has been increasing at a rapid speed due to the increase of number in
vehicles, increased number of industries and urbanization. The quality of air is getting poor and
poorer day by day due to the harmful gases being emitted in the air from various sources. There are
number of dangerous gases and elements which are found in the air like S02, CO2, smoke, benze
steam, alcohol and NH3. For measuring the quality of air currently, PPM system is used which
displays and monitors the components and also their quantity on liquid crystal display and on the
website. Internet of things (IOT) is a new and emerging technology that is based on the networking
of multiple physical electronic equipments interconnected with each other to communicate and
senses interactions with respect to the external world.

This paper analyzes the existing system for air monitoring and proposing a model that is based on
IOT using arduino.  The model uses a Gas sensor which will check the presence and level of CO2 in
the air in real-time and give the signals in the form of red light or/and through an alarm. This model
will be useful for the detection of air pollution in the next-generation of vehicles.

Keywords: Air pollution, IOT, Arduino, Gas sensor, CO2, PPM
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EFFECTS OF DIGITIZATION ON SOCIETY WITH REFERENCE TO INCREASE
USAGE OF TECHNOLOGY IN NEW NORMAL OF COVID-19 PANDEMIC

Dr. Ruhi Bakhare, Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Management Studies and Research, Nagpur, India
Sanjeev Singh, Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Management Studies and Research, Nagpur, India
Anoushka Patil, Dr. Ambedkar Institute of Management Studies and Research, Nagpur, India

Abstract:

The current coronavirus pandemic not only poses a large threat to the health of our population,
but also has impacted our daily lives in a disorganized manner. Although most of the mainstream
services are available through our accessibility to technology and internet, the constant isolation
and loneliness has caused a silent uphill battle with emotional and mental health. This study will
be observing the over-usage of internet as a current trend with a stark contrast of abrupt social
changes that were caused by the pandemic. The focus of this study will be on the contrasting
relationship between the increased excessive reliability on the internet during the pandemic with
factors leading to non-strenuous changes in lifestyle. Psychosocial elements such as emotional,
mental, and physical attributes have been some key factors in this study. It has become very
difficult for everyone to work seamlessly without the internet. However, the adverse problems
being faced by people due to the internet have become very severe. Not only the internet but also the
overall digitization of the globe because of the pandemic COVID-19 has increased the level of
physical, mental and emotional misbalance within the society. Henceforth, the study is carried out
to explore and verify the damages done by the digitization in this pandemic. The research study
aims to bring a change in the society from the point of view of the internet usage, and also give a
message of changing with technology without hampering people’s physical and mental health.
Also, it will help the society understand that over usage of the internet will not benefit everyone,
but will make them lose certain factors from day to day life. The study helps understand that be it
any individual, the results tend to vary with every aspect using study. However, based on our
hypothesis and data Interpretation, age is the factor which is responsible for the problems faced
by the individuals. There are several other important and critical implications from the findings
and overall, the impact of digitization has made people anxious and the affected the atmosphere
around them, not drastically but has brought certain changes to it.

Keywords: Digitization, COVID-19, Mental health, Work from home, Lifestyle, Emotional distress, Technology, Internet
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A REVIEW STUDY ABOUT DIGITAL LEARNING RESOURCES AND THEIR
IMPORTANCE FOR EMPLOYABILITY IN JOB MARKETS

Divyanshu Goel, Himalayan Garhwal University, Uttarakhand, India

Abstract:

Today, India is a fast growing economy with a significant growth of its share in world economy and
development. Globalization is an important part of the international economy and education is an
important part of this phase. Education in India focuses mainly on statistics, verbal communica-
tion, practical science, primary specialization as well  improvement in literacy and personal
skills, while innovation and only innovation going to be the driving force in times to come.

In growing competitive environment, youth of nation is required to be equipped with basic aca-
demic skills as well as polishing employ ability skills that needs rigorous training to compete at
global level. Training in general begins from the scratch and ends with attainment of self defined
targets and completion of objectives, which is inherently continuous and so is the case of educa-
tion that begins from early stage of life and can continue whole life depending upon aptitude and
dedication of learner. Learning and obtaining skills is an aptitude that works in automatic manner
with relative outcomes.

Higher education in India is stagnant in terms of access and requires radical standards to deliver
value and speed. A closer benchmarking with the international standards thereby ensuring not
only transparency but also timely, valid and transferrable certificates towards increased employ-
ability is the need of time. This can be ensured by rationalizing and maintaining high program
standards and well working on innovative pipelines and sector privatization thereby increasing
competitiveness as well adding value to education including professional and doctoral educa-
tion. Allowing students to enter the workforce at their own pace through exit and re-entry options
using a set of required knowledge blocks and skills and abilities in one or more disciplines (large
open online courses, digital learning, etc.) can further improve flexibility in the process of delivery
of education. Fundamental changes are needed to prioritize service delivery, avoid complexity,
establish strong corporate responsibility in services and acquire international and national ca-
pabilities so that international certification bodies and students community are benefited.

The present study explores the facts available in context of existing use of digital learning re-
sources towards improved employability skills amongst youth of the nation.

Keywords : Skill gap, Employability skills, Higher education, Digital learning resources
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INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT) IN AGRICULTURE

Shubh Sharma, Vaibhav Chamoli, Chinmay Nanda, Rohan Singh, and Ms. Sheetal Sharma
Bal Bharti Public School, Noida, India

Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

Teñhnîlîgy is progressing at a rapid rate, and we are becoming more teñhniñàlly sîðhistiñàted by
the day. One such benefit of technology is the Internet of Things (IoT), which allows us to turn on
lights and fans without ever touching them. The Internet of Things (IoT) has turned our way of life
on its head, becoming increasingly prevalent and beneficial in our daily lives. Smart cities, smart
homes, smart transportation, and smart industries are examples of IoT-driven changes. Many
important research studies and investigations are being conducted in order to improve technology
via IoT. Paper discuses sensors and how they may be used to improve technology. A sensor, in the
widest sense, is something that detects and transmits information about events or changes in its
surroundings. Sensors are now widely employed in most of the technologies we use in our daily
lives, such as self-driving vehicles, thanks to developments in artificial intelligence. Sensors are
utilised in a variety of applications, including parking, driving alongside other automobiles,
refrigerators, computers, exhaust gas monitoring, and electrical radiators, to name a few. There
are nearly 9,000 types of sensors available. Micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) sensors,
touch sensors, haptic sensors, and wireless sensors are the four categories of modern sensors.
Transducers incorporate radio frequency (RF) wireless sensors and haptic sensors, whereas MEMS
and touch sensors are primary sensors and a bit primitive in modern days. The two mainly used
sensors are : Soil Hygrometer Detection Module which  detects moisture by a soil hygrometer
humidity detection module. The ambient humidity has a big impact on this. The module outputs a
high level when the soil is dry and a low level when the soil is wet. The sensor’s terminals act as a
variable resistor, whose resistance varies with the amount of water in the soil and the other one is.
The DHT11 which is a basic digital temperature and humidity sensor that is relatively low in price.
To measure the ambient air, it employs a capacitive humidity sensor and a thermistor, and outputs
a digital signal on the data pin.

The focus of this study is to expand the usage of IoT in the field of environmental science by using
artificial intelligence and robotics to detect soil-related issues and alert the user if the soil re-
quires more nutrients or water to sustain a healthy plant.

The outcome of the study is that it facilitates an ecologically conscious approach to sustainable
gardening. In a world of rapid development and scarce resources, sustainable technology is a
must.

The Agriculture data is used to train the model, resulting in more efficient results. The sensor
readings used to create the testing dataset, and the AI works alongside the user and company by
providing the data.
Keywords: - Internet of Things (IoT), Sensors, Micro-electro-mechanical-system (MEMS) sensors, Field of environmen-
tal science, Soil Hygrometer Detection Module, DHT11 sensor
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GREEN COMPUTING: A BETTER WAY TO USE TECHNOLOGY

Poonam Awasthi, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
Dr. Vijay Gupta, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Since the earth is home to millions of species of life, so every life has an equal right to live on the
blue planet “Earth”. On the name of the success and technology human is making the earth a worse
place to live on. Everyday human is polluting the earth more than yesterday. There are many
reasons for increasing global warming and climate change, one of them is computers and their
resources. Green Computing or Green Technology, is the solution or a better way to use Technology.
Green Computing is a revolution in information technology. Computing should not be all about
sound bytes and the fastest speed and accuracy to impress users and activists, but an eco-friendly
or better way to use technology.

Computer and its resources have harmful effects on our atmosphere as well as handlers. The left-
over of hardware constituents comprises noxious chemicals. If a computer system is left on for
many hours in this situation, it will consume high electricity cost and it will exhale Carbon-di-
oxide in the environment. The Carbon footprints of computers and their resources are increasing
day by day. Computers are producing greenhouse gases in the environment unnecessarily, in a
huge amount. Under The consideration of environmental officials and governments, Green Com-
puting is a discovery of competent and environmental computing resources, and commerce (busi-
ness) from other manufacturers. In some topical years, hardware manufacturer industries have
realized that going for the green (eco-friendly) computer resources is the best decision this will be
beneficial in both terms: one is public relation and another one reduced cost. So Green Computing
is all about conniving, engineering of disposable resources using systems, subsystems, and serv-
ers proficiently, with negligible impact on the atmosphere. For example: Now CRT (cathode ray
tubes) monitors are replaced with LCD (Liquid crystal display) monitors. LCD monitors consume
half of the energy of the CRT monitors.

This paper delivers a brief overview of green computing. This research paper includes methodical
acquaintance of using Green computing in numerous facets alike energy efficiency, power manage-
ment, etc. This paper focuses on several aspects of Computers and their resources where green
computing technology can be used.

Keywords:  Green computing, Reusability, Technology, Resources, Manufacturing, Environment, Recycle, Energy effi-
ciency, Carbon footprints, Green technology
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF DEEP LEARNING-BASED IMAGE SEGMENTA-
TION TECHNIQUES FOR AGRICULTURE

G Harshith, G Sagar, Harshita Singh, Shikhar Gupta, Bal Bharti Public School, Noida, India
Sheetal Sharma, Research Scholar, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

Image Segmentation involves partitioning images (or video frames) into multiple segments or
objects. It is one of the most important applications of Computer Vision (CV) and is executed in
wide fields ranging from Self-driving cars to Remote sensing. Recently, the huge success of Deep
learning initiated many new image segmentation approaches that help in solving real-world prob-
lems. Deep learning-based image segmentation models have high accuracy and outperform tradi-
tional image segmentation models. Image segmentation using deep learning has proved itself
superior in addressing problems by giving state-of-the-art results.

Amongst other areas wherein deep learning-based image segmentation techniques are being ap-
plied, one of the significant domain is agriculture. The crop disease is a nightmare for every
farmer. It negatively affects the total yield and incurs huge losses to the farmers, especially
broadacre farmers. The main reason for such huge losses is the failure to identify and treat crop
disease at an early stage. To mitigate this problem, computer-aided techniques are used that can
identify the diseased part of the plant, quantify the diseased area, and identify the intensity of the
disease. Web-based information and advisory Systems for improving the quality and productivity
of crops are emerging. These are intelligent models that can monitor cultivation over a distributed
area. This keeps the farmer updated about the crop quality leading to a better yield. The objective
of this paper is to make a comparative study between different deep learning-based image segmen-
tation techniques to establish the best technique to solve the above problem.

The main challenges observed during this study are the non-availability of large datasets, Low-
spatial resolution images which are not suitable for the training process and, temporal resolution
images for live prediction. But this can prove itself one of the best compared to other methods due
to its high efficiency and low cost. It is a long-term project which can help in the long run.

Keywords: Image segmentation, Deep learning, Computer vision (CV), Crop disease, Low-spatial resolution.
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NEW ERA OF CLOUD ENABLED SECURITY THREAT

Dr. Priyanka Sogani, Inspirage India, Bangalore, Karnataka, India
Dr. Geetika Vyas, IIS (deemed to be) University, Jaipur, India
Dr. Astha Pareek, IIS (deemed to be) University, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

When evaluating the threat scenery related to use of cloud applications and services, we can
assess the scale of risk from two viewpoints: the growth of the target or opportunity for attack, and
the growth in attacker curiosity. New study from Netskope into each underscore just how rapidly
cloud-enabled threats are rising and how leadership teams should use that information to evalu-
ate the organization’s risk posture.

Primary, usage of cloud applications in the organization continues to increase, the steady number
in use increased by 20% in 2020, with cloud movement now representing 53% of enterprise
cyberspace traffic. This growth comes mainly from personal apps and apps with a “Poor” Cloud
Confidence IndexTM (CCI) rating, meaning an application that puts complex data at risk. These
figures visibly show that the chance for attack is rising, and that organizations without a clear
plan for mitigating threats enabled by cloud activities are at significant risk.

Another thing, cybercriminals continue to misuse cloud services, specially those from the most
current and renowned public clouds. Cloud service area lend legitimacy to attacks, with malicious
actors using dependable areas and legal certificates to exploit user trust and evade detection. This
paper discusses about the current cloud threats.

Keywords: Cloud security, Current threats, Cyber criminals
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SQL INJECTION ATTACKS, DETECTION TECHNIQUES ON WEB APPLICA-
TION DATABASES

Navdeep Singh, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
Dr. Preeti Tiwari, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:
Most of web applications Database are vulnerable to SQL Injection Query Attacks which lead to
entry the sensitive data directly through client side. They work by entering malicious SQL Injection
Query codes through the web application on client side and cause return all the sensitive and
private data from the database.
SQL Injection is a technique where the web attackers post the malicious SQL injection Query with
specific end and goal there is to change the structure, behaviour of the Query proposed by the
computer programmer and occupying up the full admin login access of the web database, for
malicious Input data modifications or deletion of the existing user User’s Information. The SQLi
attacking method is an important web application attack, Using this technique, attackers execute
or run evil SQLi queries or an arbitrary code on the database servers using the web application to
gain full access over the sensitive and Private Data on the database by bypassing authentication
level.

According to the owaps (Open Source Foundation for Application Security), the SQLi (“SQL Injection”)
attack is mentioned as major Database Security Issue.
The SQL injection attack (SQLi) is the web-based vulnerability that allows the web attackers to
spoof the identity, destroy the data presented on the database server, Insert new entry in the
database and change the records presented on the database. The SQLi attack, misuses security
loopholes issue happening in the backend database of an application, SQLi attacks is the most
commonly-known Web security issue or vulnerability in Web-Based Application and Database
nowadays.
The major issues of SQL Injection (SQLi) includes loos of users confidentiality and authentication
problems, Authorization Issues for user and loss of Data Integrity as any sensitive information may
be changed by any unauthorized user.
In (SQLi) attack there are three main types of SQL-injection attack ie. In-band (classic (SQLi) Attack),
inferential-SQLi (blind-(SQLi) attack), and Out-band SQLi Attack. In the Classic-SQLi Attack, the
attackers use the same channel of communication that is used by authorized user to launch attacks
& extract the results. The Attack can be in a form of generating errors on the database or use UNION
operation to integrate mulvalue Select statements to get a only one single database as HTTP
Response in web application.
In inferential SQLi, the attack depends largely on the response & behavioral patterns of the data-
base application to understand the overall Structure of the web database.
In the Out- band, SQLi Attack is performed only when certain features are Active on the web
database servers.

There are other procedure methods that have been proposed by researchers to prevent or detect
SQL injection attacks. This paper will include comparative study of advance methods and tools to
detect SQL injection query attack.

Keywords: Web application security, SQL injection, SQLI threat, Spoofing, Authentication bypass, Firewall, SQLi at-
tacks, SQLi poisoning
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THE MEDIATING ROLE OF ABSORPTIVE CAPACITY INFLUENCING TRANS-
FORMATIONAL LEADERSHIP IN RAJASTHAN BASED STARTUP ENTRE-

PRENEURS

Dr. Ashish Sharma, IPS College of Technical Education, Jaipur, India
Dr. Abhineet Saxena, IPS College of Technical Education, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

In the light of Covid 19 Outbreak, the business environment which was really dynamic even before
has incorporated huge uncertainty as well and thus the concept of leadership has also evolved
and changed drastically during the course of time. Nevertheless, the assumption that organiza-
tional culture seems to provide a strategic advantage is therefore no longer a possibility. Due to
the rapidly changing personality traits, concept of transformational leadership has recently at-
tracted considerable attention among Startup to a great extent. Because of the global market’s
competitiveness, businesses have shifted their focus towards innovation. It takes personnel under
the existing business environment to acquire and integrate knowledge externally and internally
and interestingly to develop an entrepreneurship environment that aims to build innovation re-
quires transformation. Transformational leadership is a leadership style in which leaders encour-
age, inspire and motivate employees to innovate and create change that will help grow and shape
the future success of the company is accomplished by setting an example at the executive level
through a strong sense of corporate culture, employee ownership and independence in the work-
place. Recently, a well-structured concept of transformational leadership has gain popularity
among business due to its dynamic characteristics.

This Present study aims to define the links of transformational leadership with corporate entre-
preneurship or Startup & absorptive capacity for Rajasthan based startups. The previous studies
have tried to understand the relationship between corporate entrepreneurship and performance,
while considering the moderating effect of transformational leadership, and they have showcased
the enhancement of entrepreneurial spirit due to the impact of transformational leadership, espe-
cially in the case of modern day businesses where leadership plays a significant role. This study
aims to find the relationship between transformational leadership and corporate entrepreneur-
ship through an incorporation of scattered insightful work on transformational leadership, ab-
sorptive capacity, and corporate entrepreneurship under one framework.

The study is based on primary sources in the form of Survey, where, 230 responses were received.
For measuring the parameters of the study, developed scales were used for designing survey
questionnaire. Every statement of question was tested and after running reliability statistics then
confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was performed by using SmartPLS-3.3.0 to test the hypothesis
and conceptual model of research. For testing, since, survey questions were based on psychomet-
ric properties, where, the constructs were developed and tested to ensure the validity. The investi-
gation of the study clearly showcases the acceptability of all the alternate hypotheses, where, it
can be said, that “transformational leadership” has constructive effects on “corporate entrepre-
neurship” with mediating role of absorptive capacity.  The present study is descriptive in nature.
Keywords: Transformational leadership, Absorptive capacity, Startup entrepreneurship
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COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS ON VIRTUAL PRIVATE SERVER V/S SHARED
HOSTING

Ritu Khandelwal, Manipal University, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The server gives the most fundamental administrations when it comes to distributing the sites.
There are a few angles that give the office to have their sites to the server that is shared hosting or
virtual private server. A VPS and shared hosting is an area of hosting websites to the server. The VPS
is made of a completely private environment and the Shared Hosting is the part of that environment
that provides the facility of hosting.

The virtualization innovation gives a physical server to be virtualized into various virtual servers
to have their sites. The virtual private server is coherently working independently even though
physically situated on similar equipment. In this paper, we discuss the comparison between
shared hosting and virtual private server. A virtual private server that has an over-burden can get
memory assets from another virtual private server that has a fewer remaining tasks at hand
furthermore, it has memory unused. Along these lines, high accessibility administrations can be
utilized. Shared hosting is a sort of web facilitating in which different sites store on a particular
web server. Essentially, shared hosting has a few execution and security issues in contrast with a
virtual private server.

In default, the mutual facilitating arrangement, all site’s contents are executed under the webserver’s
client account paying little to their proprietors. In this manner, a site is ready to get to other sites’
assets and this isn’t occurring in a virtual private server because the availability is diverse for
each client to assign their site. This paper aims to examine the comparative study between the
virtual private server and shared hosting and investigating the security issues and execution for
the facilitating sites.

Keywords: Virtual private server, Memory, Shared hosting
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IDENTIFYING THE ROLE OF META-COMMUNICATION IN HUMAN-COMPUTER
INTERACTION WITH RELATION TO USABILITY ENGINEERING

Garima Nahar, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
Dr. Priyanka Mathur, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The importance of software is continuously increasing in our day to day life and needs to be
developed at a fast pace based on the requirement. Also the human interaction has been changed
the outcome of software in terms of quality, time and cost. The major problem is to choose the best
suitable software development model. In general, selection criteria should be either the shortest
time or the minimum cost with the efficient change management process. The waterfall model was
the most conventional method, which further enhanced towards iterative models. And an iterative
waterfall model was introduced for iterating back the single model approach. This was not fully
capable in handling the rapid changes in fulfilling the user requirements and change in base
technology. Thus agile development process model was introduced to bridge the gap with an
iterative and incremental approach. This model has started providing a rapid software delivery.
The usability engineering and human computer interaction is mainly focused while doing the
rapid development. Usability engineering is an area which is concerned to the planning of human
computer interfaces to achieve user friendliness i.e. software efficiency with user satisfaction.
This leads to perform specific tasks for specific users. Humans and computers interact and form
the flow of information which is defined as the loop of interaction. While observing HCI engineer-
ing, researchers categorized HCI in (i) Approaches of user task analysis for the analysis of interac-
tion with humans; (ii) Functional concepts and its management; (iii) Policies and standards for
user interface designs; (iv) Requirements validation and verifications procedures and (v) Proto-
types used in process. After a proper software development process software specialists also find
software defects that are caused by human errors even after early error elimination and proper
test-cases. Here researchers paid attention on meta-communication and its role in software project
processes. Meta-communication is communication about communication; meta-message is a
message about a message; meta-language is language about language. Non-verbal indications like
voice tone, gestures, face manifestation and body language are a part of meta-communication that
incorporate the significance of communication that either enhance or disallow what we say in
words. This paper discusses the ideas on the software quality improvement by the integration of
the human factors engineering into the software development process using Meta-communication
improvement methods. This paper presents the issues faced by software development team while
iterations are occurring during whole development process and makes the process hard to handle.

Keywords: Human-computer interaction, Usability engineering, Meta-communication, HCI, HCI engineering
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CANCER PREDICTION AND DETECTION USING SUPERVISED MACHINE
LEARNING

Tanish Jain, Naman Negi, Divyanshu Salwan, Bal Bharti Public School, Noida, India
Sheetal Sharma, Research Scholar, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

Artificial Intelligence (AI) mimics the human brain and works as efficiently as human brain works.
The AI is being used in various applications including Natural Language Processing (NLP),
Healthcare systems, Computer Vision (CV), Robotics and many more such smart and expert sys-
tems. Healthcare systems require artificial intelligence in detecting, predicting, diagnosing and
treating diseases more rapidly. AI increases the ability for healthcare professionals to better
understand the day-to-day patterns and needs of the people they care for, and with that under-
standing they are able to provide better feedback, guidance and support for staying healthy.
Artificial Intelligence in the field of medical provides early diagnosis of the disease with much
more accurate results and endow with the prediction of the disease by diagnosing symptoms at
early stage of the disease. It suggests the best treatment depending on individual’s current physi-
cal state. Machine learning as one of the AI technique, can be applied for treatment, management
and prediction of diseases. As per World Health Organization (WHO) reports, second leading
cause of death globally is cancer. As research outcomes, it is found that around 10 million people
die every year globally from cancer. Artificial Intelligence can be used and implemented for pre-
dicting and treating cancer which would save life of many people. Implementation of Artificial
Intelligence in healthcare could improve the accuracy, prediction, diagnosis, management and
treatment of cancer. By patients mammogram deep learning systems are able to predict cancer
risk. Such mammogram can be used as inputs to detect and predict the cancer risk of the patients
very near the beginning so that appropriate treatment can be well-timed given to the patient.
Healthcare Institutions can use these systems in diagnosing, predicting, managing and treating
cancer patients. Artificial Intelligence can help oncologists for better prediction and treatment of
cancer patients at earliest. The proposed study aims to predict and detect cancer at very early
stage through building a supervised model. The model is trained using a set of patient’s mammo-
gram which has an accuracy of 90% as per the research of Artificial Intelligence for predicting,
diagnosing and curing cancer patients. The results exhibit reasonably good performance and
accuracy.

Keywords: Artificial intelligence, Machine learning, Prediction, Artificial neural network (ANN), Deep learning, Com-
puter vision (CV), Natural language processing (NLP).
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FAKE NEWS DETECTION ON TWITTER

Charu Goyal, International School of Informatics & Management (ISIM), Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Fake news has become a crucial subject of research in varied fields, including semantics as well
as computer science. Social media subsidized to the broadcasting of data in a lot of dynamic
method. Culture produces and consumes data. People obligated to know how to understand infor-
mation critically. Twitter is one in all the well-known social media applications which are free and
cross platform services for sending and receiving program messages. Therefore, this paper de-
scribes a technique for programming to detect fake news on Twitter.

This research pointing to link Big Data Analysis and Media Literateness, in order to detect fake
news in the selecting family. The main challenge in this research is to collect collecting qualitative
data and identifies the fake news on Twitter. The widespread spread of fake news is likely to have
a very negative impact on peoples and society.

Detecting fake news on Twitter offerings exclusive features and challenges that make current
detection algorithms from traditional news media incompetent or unimplemented. The reason to
choose Twitter for detecting fake news is because Twitter is more likely to contain ambiguous and
destructive information interrelated to anything.

In the past years large social media networks like Twitter declare that there are fake and identical
accounts, fake news and fake likes on their network. With these accounts, their creators can
allocate false information, support or attack an idea, product or election candidate, while ma-
nipulating actual network users in decision-making. This research paper describes how to present
our system build sight recognize fake users and fake news in the Twitter social network.

Well Known Machine Learning algorithms are used to classify tweets, which are characterized by
a feature value vector that is extracted, selected and pre-processed from the datasets and mainly
around the use of language interchanges.Fake news can have a significant undesirable impact on
society due to the amplified use of mobile devices and enlarged Internet penetration around the
world. A simple mathematical model is used to understand the online spread of fake news.

To detect fake news different methods and techniques are used for detecting the fake news. Fea-
tures extraction is used to extract and signify useful information from social background, Features
for predicting accuracy is used to  predict accuracy that fall across four types: Structural, User,
Content and Temporal. Twitter-specific properties of the tweet stream, includes tweet volume and
activity distribution. User features capture properties of tweet authors, such as interactions,
account ages, friend/follower counts, twitter verified status. Data collection and pre-processing is
used to collect Twitter data includes news reports that have been verified to be authentic. During
collection, tweets are labelled automatically by their source, that is trusted or untrusted source,
and train a classifier on this dataset. Classifier is used to classify fake and non-spurious tweets.

Keywords: Fake news, Natural language processing, Data extract, Twitter, Prediction.
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A SYSTEMATIC ANALYSIS OF THE NEED FOR QUALITY MOBILE APPLICA-
TION DEVELOPMENT

Peeyush Pareek, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

A good quality mobile application is liked and downloaded by every user that fits the requirement.
As per Statista 2021, over 3.2 billion smartphone users are present worldwide and 88 percent of
mobile time is spent on mobile applications (apps). From the trend of Mobile apps revenue genera-
tion from 2014, they are expected to generate revenue of over $935 billion by 2023 according to
Statista report of worldwide mobile app revenues in 2014 to 2023, this indicates an incrementing
scope of application development. Although the Apple store has 1.96 million apps and 2.87 mil-
lion apps are available at Google Play store for a user to download. Quality application develop-
ment looks simple, but in reality, it is not, the app developer can develop the best app, but if no one
downloads and uses it, it’s not worthy. So before development, one must conduct proper research
like other application developments, and also during the development process quality steps should
be considered.

This paper’s introduction section illustrates the mobile application and its quality parameters to
be considered for application development. It also explains the structure of the mobile app, its
layered architecture, platforms, and different types of mobile applications. The review section
includes the systematic review conducted for the study of quality mobile application development.
The study of application development platforms, tools, frameworks, and the need for testing mo-
bile applications is also part of this section. Various testing techniques that can be applied to
mobile applications for better quality are discussed in this section. For a better understanding of
testing techniques, a comparison is presented in a tabulated manner. Keane’s recommended strat-
egy for testing is also considered for a better understanding of various approaches of testing, their
testing types, and consideration for manual and automated testing.

The comparative analysis section presents a tabulated report of the papers considered, their work,
and the methodology followed. This section presents a table based on Kane’s strategy for a better
comparison of testing types. Finally, the key points to be considered for developing quality mobile
applications are its responsiveness, focus purpose, consistency of experience, less startup time,
and customized interactions with off-device information source and future research points to be
considered for application testing includes the need of proper and automated testing of mobile
application are the part of the conclusion section.

Keywords: Software engineering, Mobile application, Quality application, Testing techniques, Mobile application
Testing
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PLANT LEAF DISEASE CLASSIFICATION USING DEEP LEARNING TECH-
NIQUE

Harshita Bhati, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

In India, agriculture plays a major source in the economy. Hence it is necessary to work on high-
quality agriculture production to maintain economic development. Therefore, it is important to
increase the agriculture throughput by decreasing such diseases through tracking the plants’ life
cycle. The traditional oversight followed by farmers is time-consuming, and much expertise and
adequate monitoring are needed to understand the plant situations. Therefore, it is necessary to
automate the diagnosis and detection of plant disease process to improve the overall efficiency
and save time. Numerous researchers have developed systems based on different approaches. The
continuous use of deep learning procedures with image processing methods for recognition of
plant disease has become a major subject for review to give a programmed analysis. This research
proposes a technique to provide productive plant disease based on pre-trained deep learning
models, such as Alex Net (CNN architecture). We hope this study will provide comprehensive
understanding to identify future research solutions on the plant leaf disease.

Keywords: Plant Leaf Diseases, Deep Learning Models, Image Processing, CNN Architecture Alex Net.
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AGILE CHANGE MANAGEMENT

Dr. Ravindra R Kaikini, Manipal  University, Jaipur, India
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Dr. Aabha S. Singhvi, GRIMS ROFEL MBA, Gujrat, India

Dr. Sheena Noorjahan, European International College, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates

Abstract :

The term ‘Agile’ is a phraseologyin the present advanced world which is interpreted differently in
different contexts. However,  in the context of an organisation,  the term ‘Agile’ is generally per-
ceived as a mechanism for bringing about a faster  change and getting ideas to market ahead of the
competition. It has recently been acknowledged as a competitive advantage and strategic plan for
a business entity. In fact, at a macro level, it is regarded as a mechanism, though it is a cultural
change.  It is argued that it is the approach of thinking and behaving rather than a mere process.
Nevertheless, approaches in agile adoption have  grown exponentially as it answers the uncer-
tainty concept in business. Agile delivery methods are concerned with iterative delivery, to gener-
ate a return on investment as early in the lifecycle as possible. Agile delivery is a method of
delivering products and services in a more timely and efficient manner.

In the present scenario of complex management paradigm,  it has become crucial for an organisation
to be agile as this  is a  continuous socio-technical process  for the  longevity of  business entities.
Well defined strategies with an appropriate framework  would go a long way in achieving this. It is
a transformational process that takes a long time for the business entities to consider its com-
plexities. The Agile development process with draconian quality management is triggered by the
changes that are sparked by  the customers and competitors of an organisation.   Agile transforma-
tion requires organisational transmutation wherein the  business establishments are exposed to
challenges. Various studies have emphasised on adoption of agile methods and deterrents  in the
process.   The primary purpose of the present paper is to highlightvarious dimensions of agile
transformation process, agile efficiency and  quality based changed management from a broader
landscape. It  also endeavours to substantiate that  the master key for organisational success lies
in  clearly defining the agile change management strategies  rather than  mere agile adoption
itself.  This blueprint should contemplate all facets of changing approach to ensure that it strength-
ens the  attainment the agile transformation process through substantive transformation experi-
ences. Applying the agile approaches and practices in the distributed environment will lead to
gain a lot of benefits such as reduced costs, higher efficiency and better customization. However,
few researchers have addressed the problem of requirements changes during the development
process in distributed agile development. Most of the published research in this context on indus-
trial experiences,increasing the need for combining the industry with academia within this area.
This paper introduces a method for managing requirements changes in distributed agile develop-
ment. By combining industrial practice and academic techniques, the proposed approach bridges
the gap between industry and research in distributed agile development. This method is based on
a proposed feature model known as a features tree. The method is accompanied by a supporting
software tool that aids in the management of requirement changes in distributed agile develop-
ment. The supporting tool has been tested and evaluated in real-world settings using a compre-
hensive set of criteria, and promising results have arrived.

Keywords: Agile, Agile  adoption,  Agile transformation, Organisational transmutation, Change management strategy,
Substantive transformation
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CSR ROLE IN PANDEMIC
(A STUDY ON CSR ACTIVITIES DONE BY BANKING SECTOR IN PANDEMIC

COVID-19)

Dr Neha Jain, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Corporate social responsibility (CSR) defines the ethics, rules, regulations, societal welfare activi-
ties which should be followed by the each and every organisation working in the society and for the
society. It is the promise of the business entities to give their best efforts in its operations to make
balance in society, environment and economy and fulfil the customer’s expectations. It mentions
their duties towards their employees, stakeholders, customers and public.  It shows the relation-
ship between the organisation and society. In today’s scenario where intense competition exist in
the market, CSR activities became an important and necessary work to survive in the market. It
builds a positive image of the company in the eye of society and their customers. Doing welfare
works for their society, stakeholders, customers would not only help to go business at big level but
also helps in the long-term growth and success of the organisation. The origin of corporate social
responsibility is not new, but its welfare practices are changes according the changing require-
ments and needs of the business and society. The key role of CSR is to make company’s brands
popular among the rivals of the company, media houses, and other organisations. So, to attain
competitive advantage and for a sustainable growth, each sector gives their contribution in the
economic, societal, environmental development of the nation. Majorly these CSR involve planting
trees, clean and green environment projects, electricity to village, employment, child’s education,
orphanage welfare, save girl child campaign, fight against hunger, old age home, green and eco-
friendly products, and many other kinds of activities. In present Pandemic situation when
coronavirus stopped everything and back our economy by many years, CSR work of the business
houses support the Indian economy and helps to overcome from this situation in any manner.
Where hospitability, hunger, shelter, travelling, jobs are the major requirements in current situa-
tion, these institutions provide their help in many ways to fight against this situation and help to
the needy ones. Number of business institutions and organizations are doing welfare activities in
Pandemic and these activities are carried out at individual level also, but my study focus on how
banking sector take initiative in CSR activities to fulfil the needs, requirements of the society in this
covid-19 situation. As banking sector is the largest sector in India play crucial role in the develop-
ment of the country. Along with this sector also go for green banking where everything is becoming
online today. Paperwork is decreased and customer do his all-banking activities through online
banking or mobile banking. The purpose of this paper to flashing light on those banks which plays
tremendous role in facing this Pandemic situation and give their contribution to stabilize the
economy of India. Although various banks take initiative in these welfare works but this paper
studies top 5 banks working in India from many decades and do CSR work not only this Pandemic
but also from many years.
Keywords- CSR, corporate citizenship, Pandemic, business ethics.
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HQL-QUERY OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES FOR BIG DATA USING HADOOP’S
MAPREDUCE FRAMEWORK

Nisha Jain, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
Dr. Preeti Tiwari, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

According to the Digital Report of Jan, 2021, 5.22 billion Mobile Phones, 4.66 Internet and 4.20
billion Social Media users are surrounding the world. This report clearly shows the huge range of
digital data produces each and every second. This heterogeneous and massive data is known as
Big Data, is measured in terabytes or petabytes. It is difficult to the current breed of conventional
relational databases to handle enormous volume, heterogeneous variety (structured, semi-struc-
tured and unstructured data) and velocity (high speed data) of Big Data for data analytics. These
traditional relational databases are based on Relational Model, was built by Edgar Codd in the
1970 for IBM, Oracle Microsoft etc. Basically, this model was used for handling data in the
Relational Databases, but it is still in widespread use today and plays a significant role in the
development of Big Data. Initially systems and organizations were used On-line transaction data
processing (OLTP) system and user interfaces for capturing the data.  At present nature of data is
changed, these OLTP system and user interfaces are managed web and mobile based transactions
like- client services, billing, refunds, shipment delivery, inventory control etc. In order to take the
real-time unstructured data to present the performance of the business, historical data is needed.
In other words, it can be said that there is a need for integration between unstructured data and
traditional operational data.  It is not easy to use relational databases for Big Data, but it is
beneficial for the applications and systems to rely on the data stores in relational database
management system to built the utmost level of business in the Big Data environment. To handle
SQL based structured data queries, Hadoop is one of the prominent and well suited solution that
allows Big Data to be stored and processed. It is a cluster based open source distributed data
processing framework that allows the Hive tool to handle SQL like queries on Hadoop. Hive is an
efficient tool for batch processing. It was developed by Facebook in 2009, later maintained by the
Apache Software Foundation, and first Apache Hive was released in 2012. It uses HDFS (Hadoop
Distributed File System) for storing processes data and MapReduce is an execution engine that
execute Hive SQL based query. Hive is an ETL and data warehouse technique that uses HQL( Hive
Query Language)for processing on structured data on Big data, similarly SQL language in rela-
tional database. Query Optimization techniques are play an important role in SQL-based queries
to improve the query performance and reduce execution time. Hive is the first SQL-engine on the top
of the Hadoop provides a various query optimization techniques like partioning, bucketing, join
algorithm, join ordering etc. Join is one of the expensive operations in the query processing. Join
order play a significant role in the query optimization because when change the order of tables in
joining operation, it’s reduce execution time of the query. This paper focuses on the study of the
algorithms for generating optimal join order during query optimization phase.

Keyword: Big data, Hadoop, Hive, HDFS, MapReduce, Query optimization technique
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THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF WAGE INEQUALITY IN INDIA

Manisha Yadav, Indira Gandhi University, Meerpur, Haryana, India.
Dr. Sonu Madan, Indira Gandhi University, Meerpur, Haryana, India.

Abstract:

Wage inequality is reality of Indian labour market. The purpose of this paper is to review, ap-
proaches related to wage inequality. Wage inequalities refer to disparities in distribution of
wages among population or individuals. Wage inequality is considered as biggest economic
challenge in now days and comes with wide pay gaps between individuals. Attention of this paper
has been focused on some basic issues of wage inequality such as; wage inequality among regular
and casual workers in rural and urban areas and gender wise wage gaps in India. Wage inequality
exists between workers engaged in different sectors and gender wage discrimination also has been
long discussion in labour market. Despite, increase in the share of women worker in world labour
market, gender inequalities are observed, and there is a wide pay gap between male and female
workers. This paper provides review about, wage inequality among regular and casual workers
and gender wage differentials in public and private sectors in rural and urban areas, by utilizing
National Sample Survey(NSS) 68th round (July 2011- June 2012) of Employment and Unemployment
survey. Besides, the study has gone for examine some factors which are effecting wage inequalities
such as; education, experiences and knowledge etc.

Keywords: Wage inequality, Gender wage discrimination, Public and private sector, Rural and Urban
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GREEN INTERNET OF THINGS (IOT): A REVIEW

Madhu Gaur, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
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Abstract:

The Internet of things (IoT) and its applications are immensely used in recent years.  IoT connects
everything in a smart world. A smart world where objects like (watches, mobile phones, computers,
trains, buses, and computers, etc.) are connected to create a network. IoT is where billions of
interconnected devices are connected throughout the world. Internet of things is used in various
domains, such as in industries, smart traffic systems, smart homes, smart healthcare systems,
smart farming, smart cities, smart lighting or smoke detector, gas detector, and many more. The
concept of IoT allows people and places to communicate with each other and anything and any-
time. This results in huge power. The main functionality of IoT is to sense the data from its sur-
roundings and collect the data and transmit all those data to the cloud system, due to this vast
amount of sharing of data between billions of IoT devices large amount of energy is wasted in the
form of heat and it creates massive energy need that is harmful for the environment. Thus Green IoT
is designed to minimize energy usage by IoT devices. The history of green information and commu-
nication technologies (ICT) that enables the green IoT shall be discussed in this paper. The idea of
bringing down energy utilization and keeping the environment clean and safe can be done by the
Green IoT. It is also performing an important role in creating a healthy and smart planet. Green IoT
is considered as the eco-friendly future of the Internet of things. This paper, discusses the benefits
of Green IoT and how ICT help in green IoT. The paper also focuses on the lifespan of green IoT that
involves green layout, green usage, and green reuse. In addition to studying of the various IoT
applications, the advantages, challenges of green IoT are also discussed. The aim of this research
paper is to make a green environment using technology without any harm to nature and people that
contribute to a sustainable application world.

Keywords: - Internet of things, Green IoT, Green computing, Smart phones, Smart cities, GIoT, Green IT
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CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION OF A RETAIL STORE USING RFM ANALYSIS

Shruti Gupta, Pratham Software Inc. , Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Customer Segmentation is a practice of categorizing the customers into certain groups on the basis
of their Psychographic, Technographic, Behavioral, Geographic, and Demographic traits. Segment-
ing the customers makes marketing and customer care more targeted and organized. It helps in
targeting the right audiences and allows us to identify the marketing campaign for different seg-
ments of customers.

RFM Analysis is a technique of customer segmentation. This marketing strategy is use to analyse
the customers on the basis of 3 parameters- Recency, Frequency and Monetary. This analytical
approach, assigns RFM rank to each customer on the basis of their purchasing habit. The rank
could be on a scale of 1 to 10 or 1 to 5. The highest RFM ranking customer is considered as the most
promising one. This tool helps us to answer the questions like- How likely a company retaining the
customers or how frequently company is getting the new customers. On the basis of RFM scores, It
can be identify about the best customers and make efforts to retain the customers that are likely to
shift to another competitor.

This paper focuses on creating a RFM Model for customer segmentation of a online retail store. The
segmentation is done using Python programming and the results are visualized using Microsoft
Power BI. Using this, further it can be categorized the customer into the following: New Customers,
Promising ones, Champions, Loyal Customers, Potential Loyalist, Need Attention, Hibernating,
About to sleep, At Risk, Lost Customers and so on. This classification allows us to focus on a set of
customer at ones. Using this approach, company can personalize marketing messages to more
effectively nurture prospects down the funnel.

Keywords: Customer segmentation, RFM analysis, Marketing strategies, RFM model, Online retail, Target customers
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DATA SECURITY AND PRIVACY PROTECTION IN WEARABLE DEVICES
USING MACHINE LEARNING MODEL: A SURVEY

Meenal Kakkar, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Now a day’s Healthcare is one of the most important aspects of every human being. Wearable
devices are playing a significant role in everyone’s life by giving real-time data related to user’s
health like several steps, behavior, sleep, and mood. A wearable device has added a new dimen-
sion to the medical system by providing real-time data that helps in monitoring human body
conditions constantly. This monitoring helps those patients who are suffering from chronicle
diseases. The data generated from wearable devices have great social and commercial value as
well. These wearable devices connect hospitals and patients through IoT and sensing technologies
to create a medical network. As wearable devices can also collect user data like location, time and
upload all the data on the cloud that may be easily accessible by any unauthorized person which
may create a problem for the users. There are many guidelines, standards, and rules for wearable
device security and privacy. These Regulations are not very strict and manufacturers do not follow
the rules. The users are also contributing to this, as they are not aware of different threats and
vulnerabilities of the devices. There must be strict rules for wearable devices to maintain security,
privacy, and data stored in the device. Machine Learning Models are also being used to make user
data more secure. By leveraging data, these models or algorithms can be trained to better diagnose
the health of a person wearing a smart device. There are various algorithms that can be applied to
train the model like linear regression, regression tree, Gaussian process regression, support
vector regression, and ensemble tree.

This paper discusses the various security and privacy issues of Healthcare wearable devices and
how the machine learning model can be used to protect data security and user privacy.

Keywords: Wearable devices, Machine learning, Healthcare, Data privacy, Data security
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GRAMMAR CHECKER WITH OCR IN MOBILE

Himanshu Kumawat, IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Smartphones have been known as most commonly used electronic devices in daily life today. These
are no longer just a communication device but also considered as a powerful computing device
which are able to capture images, videos and a lot more.

An application which recognizes text from an image is no longer an innovation. Keeping this in
mind an idea is proposed where a user can find grammatical errors in a scanned file with the help
of OCR (Optical Character Recognition) and show results with utmost accuracy. OCR is the conver-
sion of images of typed, handwritten or printed text into machine - encoded text. The OCR technique
involves character recognition. The research work proposed, works upon detecting errors in the
recognized text with the help of several algorithms.

There are number of tools and online portals for grammar check and OCR respectively such as
grammarcheck.net, grammarly.com, onlineocr.net, ocr.space, IRISPen, etc. The proposed research
focuses on combining both the techniques digitally on a mobile platform and achieves maximum
accuracy in grammatical error detection. According to prior work, two methods of detecting gram-
matical errors in a sentence have been popular. The first method is to generate a complete parse
tree of a sentence to identify errors. The second method is rule based checker that detects se-
quences of text and do not appear to be normal. The method which leads to maximum accuracy will
be used in detecting errors from sentences.

The application of proposed work can be in educational institutes or for an individual who can
check for grammatical errors within seconds instead of reading the whole paper. The users will be
able to evaluate their text and re-check for any errors too. In educational institutes teachers and
other evaluators will be able to check their student’s answers for any grammatical errors that will
also help in increasing their grading speed with some percentage.

Keywords: Grammer checker, Optical character recognition, Language, Grammer
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY ON HADOOP MAPREDUCE AND APACHE SPARK
FRAMEWORK FOR BIG DATA ANALYTICS

Vandana Vijay,  Dr. Ruchi Nanda ,  IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India

Abstract: In today internet world, due to the current advent of new technologies, mobile devices,
and communication media like social networking sites, the amount of data generated every year is
growing at a very high rate. The growth of this generated data is beyond our imagination. It is
impossible to store these huge data sets in RDMBSs like MySQL, as there is no specific formats of
the data and that can be in either text or image formats. It require the need of technologies which
can easily manage and process huge volumes of structured and unstructured data in real-time and
can protect data privacy and security. Big data technologies like MapReduce, Apache Flume, and
Apache Spark can capture, store and analyze this huge amount of data in very efficient and less
costly manner. Spark and MapReduce programming frameworks provide an effective open source
solution for managing and analyzing the Big Data. MapReduce is a high-performance distributed
Big Data programming framework. It processes the data in batch processing environment. On the
other hand, Apache Spark is a scalable distributed in-memory data processing engine. It processes
the data in both batch and real time environment. It uses Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDD) and
Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) for data processing. In this paper, a review on Hadoop MapReduce
and Apache Spark have been made by comparing them on various parameters like performance,
streaming, fault tolerance, storage, language support, and reliability.

The organization of paper is as follows: Section 1 describes the concepts of Big Data and its
technologies. Section 2 covers related work done by different researchers to compare these two
programming frameworks. Section 3 discuss the working model of both the programming frame-
works. Section 4 provides a comparative analysis of Hadoop MapReduce and Apache Spark on
basis of different parameters. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5. The study confirms that
Apache Spark outperforms MapReduce by a dramatic margin, and as the data grows Spark be-
comes more reliable and fault tolerant. Spark performs far more better than MapReduce. It demon-
strates that Spark will become a possible replacement of MapReduce in the near future.

Keywords: Big data analytics, Hadoop MapReduce, Spark framework.
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A REVIEW STUDY OF BLOCKCHAIN PLATFORM FOR LAND REGISTRY

Sneha Rathi, IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India
Ritu Khandelwal, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Global changes and advancements in technologies go hand in hand. Every time a new global
problem arises there is a technological solution awaiting the same. And most of the new advance-
ments are there to deal with the public domain industries, mainly impacting the living of the
people. One of such public domain problem that has been there for past many years is Property
frauds. Every year only in India there are numerous forgery and property frauds cases that shows
up. Because of the lack of proper end-to-end Land records management systems, Land Ownership
has risen up as a challenge to the Real Estate Industry. Presence of the uncertainties in ownership
claims hinders the robust functioning of the financial institutions to a great extent. To avoid
property fraud cases the Block chain technology can be applied.

This paper aims to provide a possible solution to computerize all land records, including muta-
tions, including transparent land records management system, update all the settlement records
and maximum possible reduction to the problems of land disputes along with providing clear
titles of land ownership that could be monitored easily by government officials as well as tracked
back to any point in the land’s history of transactions. Also the roles of the middleman will be
significantly reduced by the implementation of the proposed framework. In this paper, it is shown
that how Ethereum block chain platform along with angular JS has been used to implement decen-
tralized application.

Keywords : Technological solution, Property frauds, Land records management, Block chain, Ehtereum, Angular JS
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ROLE OF NGOS IN IMPLEMENTATION OF SDGS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE
TO WATER ISSUES IN RURAL RAJASTHAN

Shubhangi Sharma, IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India
Dr. Bharti Sharma, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The north-western state of Rajasthan is the largest Indian state with an area of 3,42,239 sq. km
comprising of the 10.41% of the total geographical area of the country. The highlighting feature of
this arid and semi arid state is that it is gripped with the problem of water scarcity ,deteriorated
quality of available water, Change in climate, rapid growth in population, change in life style of
people, urban advancement, industrial evolution and environmental impairment. Under these
circumstances it is essential to understand and find novel ways and techniques to develop and
improve the good quality water resource. By adopting best suited method of waste water treatment
and best suitable use of treated waste water, we can reduce the unhealthy, unsanitary and misman-
aged, careless condition of the water resources. Need of the hour is to take the right steps toward
managing and improving this most valuable resource for the sustainable habitat on Earth.

The current study is concerned with the water resources management in arid and semi-arid re-
gions of rural Rajasthan. Rajasthan state is chosen in present study because of its dreadful
conditions in terms of water resources. In this paper an effort has been made to comprehend and
analyze the existing sustainable development models for restoring and improving the conditions
of present water resources, adopted by some of the NGO’s and study the impact of such methods in
restoring water resources of rural Rajasthan in fulfilling the water requirement for different pur-
poses.

The paper revolves around the progress and work done by three NGO’s working to transform lives
of the people living in rural areas of Rajasthan through adoption of integrated approach through
sustainable development in the areas of safe drinking water and reinvigorating the traditional
systems of water management .These are - Ambuja Cement Foundation (ACF) operating in Rabriyawas,
Marwar Mundwa and Chirawa, areas that are all located in Rajashtan. Tarun Bharat Sangh (TBS)
with headquarter in Bheekampura, Alwar, Rajasthan. Gramin Vikas Vigyan Samiti (GRAVIS), work-
ing in the Thar Desert, Rajasthan, Uttarakhand, and Bundelkhand regions of India. The majority of
GRAVIS’ work falls under moderating drought effects caused by the water crisis in the Thar Desert.

Keywords: Sustainable habitat, Semi arid state, Environmental impairment, Integrated approach
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GLOBAL FINANCIAL CRISES AND THE AFTEREFFECTS TO THE WORLD
ECONOMY

Dr Nupur Ojha, Manipal University Jaipur, India

In the modern financial system, a large part of wealth remains deposited in long term financial
assets which yield returns slowly over a long period of time.  Financial crises arise when large
number of investors tries to liquidate their long-term investments due to panic and lack of trust in
the financial system or the government. The global economy suffered a recession which arose from
a financial crisis in US in 2007-08. Economists and researcher’s world over exerted to understand
the dynamics of factors causing the crises and enumerated number of causes like oil prices,
inflation, global saving glut, weak regulatory mechanism etc apart from housing bubble which
was earmarked as the primary cause. Apart from these, Crotty in 2009 also identified that the
imperfect institutional structures and systems which are widely known as “new financial architec-
ture” also has significantly contributed towards the widespread penetration of the financial cri-
ses. The after effect of the global financial crises is still seen on the economies and the focus is not
to let such financial and economic disasters happen again. Various economic and mathematical
models are being developed by researchers and experts to study the dynamics and inter connec-
tion of factors involved in the financial crises to frame a robust financial system which can
mitigate (if not eliminate) effects of any further financial crises. As has been stated by Comert and
Ugurlu (2015), although the global financial crises effected the entire globe equally, the developing
countries endured it relatively well and thereby the relative impact of financial crises on them
were relatively less. However, the inter connection between the nations of the world today (owing
to open economic system) compels the policy makers and regulators across the world to infuse
robustness in the financial systems and structures so that the shock waves arising from any
economic or financial crises can be sustained. It is, therefore, vital to study the causes and the
contributing variables and to cure the ruptures in the financial structures and systems that were
highlighted by the crises. In this light, the current paper tries to conduct an elaborate study into the
causes and thereby chalking out the after-effects of the crises. The first section of the paper will
discuss the causes of the financial crises along with their current implications. In the second
section of the paper, the after-effects of the crises will be discussed.

Keywords: Global saving glut, Recession, Financial crises, Financial structure
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A COMPARATIVE STUDY OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS

Kartika Panwar, Sheetal Sharma, Dhruv Vishesh Gupta
Bal Bharti Public School, Noida, India

Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract

In this era of Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine learning is being utilized in many real life appli-
cations like in on our phones, for searching results, in spam protection, for the web pages that
generate actionable insights, database server that detects suspicious transactions, and speech
recognition etc. The design of algorithms capable of producing broad patterns and hypotheses by
using external given cases to forecast the fate of future instances is known as supervised machine
learning techniques. The goal of supervised machine learning technique is to categorize data
based on prior knowledge. Everywhere around us has been changed into a machine in recent years
and these have become an indispensable element of our daily lives. Machine learning is now being
used in practically every industry in the globe. To solve real life problems, a number of successful
strategies have been presented, including norm techniques, logic-based techniques, specific ex-
ample techniques, and stochastic methods. As a result, understanding each and every pace of
machine learning is critical. In this study, a detailed comparative analysis of various machine
learning algorithms is done to find out suitability of their applications and performance in terms
of accuracy and time required. For the comparison two small data sets are taken. It is observed
that supervised machine learning algorithms outperforms unsupervised learning algorithms in
most of the cases.

Keywords: Machine learning algorithms, Supervised learning, Unsupervised learning, Semisupervised learning,
overfitting
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EDUCATIONAL DATA MINING FOR PREDICTING STUDENTS’ ACADEMIC
PERFORMANCE

Shivani Sharma, International School of Informatics and Management, Jaipur (RTU)- Kota
Dr. Monika Rathore , International School of Informatics and Management,  Jaipur (RTU)- Kota

Abstract:

 Institutions of higher learning are often very curious to know about the level of achievement of the
students throughout their study. Because educational databases include such a large amount of
data and predicting performance becomes more difficult. As a result, they must employ a variety of
strategies for predicting student’s success, including physical assessment, statistical methodolo-
gies, and modern data mining methodologies. Data Mining is a useful technique for assisting
students academically. Educational Data Mining is the term for mining related with education
data. Educational Data Mining is a branch of research that focuses on analyzing educational data
to uncover intriguing patterns and information in educational institutions. Educational data min-
ing is focused with the development of novel ways for extracting knowledge from educational
databases for use in educational decision-making. With the help of prediction method a model
can be constructed which can be used to predict students’ performance. Students’ academic and
family backgrounds can be used to make predictions. Different Data mining techniques can be
used to predict student’s performance. It includes techniques like classification, clustering, asso-
ciation rule mining. This study explores a number of elements that usually consider influencing
students’ performance in higher education. It also predicts the performance of students related to
personal and social aspects. This study also presents challenges, opportunities and future scope
of data mining techniques in education domain. Using educational data mining approaches, it
could truly improve student’s attainment and success more effectively and efficiently. It has the
potential to help students, instructors, and academic institutions.

Keywords: Educational Data Mining (EDM), Classification, Clustering, Data Mining, Predictio
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SOFTWARE FAULT PREDICTION TECHNIQUES: AN ANALYSIS

Jayanti Goyal, Ripu Ranjan Sinha, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract: The prediction of software failures is aimed at identifying the error prone software
modules through some low level properties of the software project before a particular test method
is started. It helps to obtain the quality of the necessary software with the best cost and the effort.
The software defects forecasts are highly demanding software tests. This paper, considers and
analyze the various dimensions of the fault prediction process in the software. Analysis and
predictions of automatic software defects are important areas of software engineering in today’s
scenarios. For decades, many of these systems have been introduced. But there was always space
for new contributions. In recent years, the demand for automated systems by automatic learning
technology has increased. Therefore, it includes the natural language processing fields (NLP), ML
and artificial intelligence (AI). This paper helps to recognize several factors related to the process
of predicting failures and discuss many problems related to the prediction of failures in the
software. Many digital libraries recovered and searched all related items. Software defects predic-
tion systems mainly follow the procedure for data collection, preprocessing, functions and selec-
tion, training and metric performance evaluation. The curve (receptor operating passion) (AUC),
accuracy, accuracy, accuracy, memory and measures of F1 are evaluated mainly in such systems,
and this research has variety of research questions (RQ) focused and Designed. This paper is
designed to use and analyze several existing prediction systems. Software metrics, failure predic-
tion technology and data quality are the main problems in this area. We also enter the classifica-
tion of several technologies and other observations of each category. Reviews for various software
defects prediction models show theoretical and procedural aspects of recent approaches in the
prediction of software defects using ML technology. This paper have compared many existing
methods of software prediction and analysis systems. According to the primary evaluation crite-
ria, and then obtained many important findings and observations. These criteria are characteris-
tic, metrics, classifiers, data sets and precision. At the end of the document, This paper includes
the statistical analysis, observation, tasks and future directions for the prediction of faults in the
software.

Keywords: Defect Analysis, Fault-prone, Prediction, Machine Learning, Software Project.
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CSR THROUGH SDGS – COLLECTIVE EFFORTS, INCLUSIVE GROWTH

Himani Sharma, IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India
Dr. Gargi Sharma, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

To address the environmental and socio-economic setbacks and achieving sustainable and inclu-
sive growth globally, the United Nations (UN) adopted SDGs i.e. Sustainable Development Goals or
Global Goals in the year 2015, to advance together sustainably. The goals were hands-on adopted
by the 193 member nations in their national policies and various development strategies, but the
plan of ‘Sustainable development’ needs to be implemented at the grassroots level to make it a
success by the targeted year i.e. 2030, herein the corporate sector can play a major role by bringing
into line their CSR strategies with the Sustainable Development Goals. This paper strives to under-
stand the need for aligning CSR with UNSDGs, and identify the contribution of companies in India
in the implementation of SDGs, simultaneously figuring out the maximum addressed SDG and
which goal is still struggling to deepen its roots. Data from annual surveys and reports have been
utilized to address the research questions and the findings deal with the challenges faced by the
companies in aligning CSR strategy with UNSDGs and the real impact of this endeavour.

Purpose- This paper strives to understand the need for aligning CSR with UN SDGs, and identify the
contribution of companies in India in the implementation of SDGs, simultaneously figuring out the
maximum addressed SDG and which goal is still struggling to deepen its roots.

Design/Methodology - The study is based on the Data extracted from annual surveys and CSR
reports produced by NITI Aayog, and other authentic sources of information. The inferences have
been utilized to address the research questions.

Findings - the findings deal with the challenges faced by the companies in aligning CSR strategy
with UN SDGs and the real impact of this endeavor.

Originality - The originality of the study lies in the part, which reflects the fact that more emphasis
has been given to address a conventional goal, rather than allotting equal efforts and budget. As
CSR and UN SDGs are gaining importance as a part of the business strategy of companies, studies
have been conducted to ascertain the equation of UN SDGs with CSR programs of the corporate; this
study specifies the maximum addressed SDG and which goal is still struggling to deepen its roots.
JEL categories - M14

Keywords – Corporate social responsibility (CSR); United nation (UN); Sustainable development goals (SDGs); Global
goals
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COST EFFECTIVE ELECTRONIC DATA MANAGEMENT FOR “ELDER CARE
PROJECT” IN RESOURCE-CONSTRAINED ENVIRONMENTS:  SCALABILITY

AND IMPACT OF ODK
Omisha Dixit, Birla Institute of Technology Mesra, India

Abstract:
Background: ODK is open-source software for collecting, analyzing and reporting data specifically in low resource
settings. It allows for off-grid electronic data collection with mobile devices in far-flung areas and has interoperability
with lot many related software products including Ona, Enketo, SurveyCTO and KoBoToolbox..
Because ODK allows data collection in demanding contexts it is intended to be applied for underprivileged to iden-
tify their needs and launch community driven interventions based on the aggregate data. In this paper, the re-
searcher discusses use of ODK in collecting and managing data of senior citizens belonging to low socio-economic
stratum. Whenever internet connectivity is available submission of collected data to a server is performed allowing
communities to have comprehensive data with complete control.
Elder Care Project: Introduction : By 2050, the elderly population is anticipated to account for around a quarter of the
total population as per statistics. As a developing nation and with the challenge of lower levels of disposable income
India will have to adapt to the needs of an aging population.
The Elder Care Project was launched with a vision to improve the physical and social support systems of the aged
underprivileged groups and to focus on their physical and mental well being. It is a project by NSE Foundation which
undertakes CSR activities of the National Stock Exchange of India Limited with emphasis on enhancing the well-being
of  marginalised and underprivileged communities.
It was in early 2019 that The National Stock Exchange of India Ltd (NSE) signed pact with NITI Aayog to enhance the
quality of life of citizens by providing education, safe drinking water and sanitation, and elder care in three districts
of Karauli in Rajasthan, Ramanathapuram in Tamil Nadu and Nandurbar in Maharashtra. The Aspirational Districts
Programme aimed at aligning on-ground stakeholders and administrative systems towards betterment of crucial
indicators of human and social development.
CECOEDECON with over four decades of experience had undertaken interventions to resolve the unfulfilled needs of
its partner communities under five interdependent themes namely Basic Rights, Economic Justice, Livelihood Secu-
rity, Institutional Development & Civil Society Building and Food and nutritional support was chosen for this project
in Rajasthan.
A strategic partnership was instituted between NSE Foundation and CECOEDECON  to improve the quality of life of
aged underprivileged groups through “Elder Care Project” in Karauli district of Rajasthan.
Methods: Literature search was undertaken using Microsoft Academic, PubMed, and Google Scholar. In addition,
current schemes and guidelines particularly for senior citizens including those by Government of India, and articles
from various non-academic sources (e.g. websites, recent news, etc.) were reviewed.
KoBoToolbox, developed by the Harvard Humanitarian Initiative, a user friendly and robust tool for data collection
in demanding contexts was used for current study. It was employed by the researcher because it provided easy form
creation facility by utilizing intuitive form builder and provided the option of reusing existing questions and building
complex forms with skip logic and validation. Moreover it also helped  in making data available right away without
any data loss even in long interviews and also synchronized data via SSL so that the data cannot be accessed by a
third party.
Under “Elder Care Project” data was collected on various socio-economic variables including economic status,
source of income, health parameters, habits, physical limitations, financial investments, memberships (ESHG,  Senior
Citizen Association, etc) education, number of dependants, type of dwelling, facilities (drinking water, toilet, Gas
connection), etc. The study was conducted from December 2020 to May 2021.
Results: Enhanced platform of open tools was used to collect and manage data from more than 10,000 respondents
from Karauli district of Rajasthan by ten field investigators..These data were used to analyze the current living
conditions of elderly and to increase interventions to improve the quality of life of the elderly during pandemic
crises.
Conclusion : Open-source developments will expand the functionality of a varied range of data collection platforms
(Commcare, KoBoToolbox etc.) that are based on the ODK software.

Keywords: ODK (open data kit), KoBoToolbox, Elder care project, NSE foundation, CECOEDECON.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP SUCCESS: AN EXPLORATORY STUDY

Gunjan Jhajharia, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India
Dr. Gargi Sharma, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The purpose of this research is to map and analyze the success of entrepreneurs who started and
runs a gazelle company, and if and how this has changed over time as the company developed. This
study is also focusing on in seeing whether the empirical reality corresponds to the theoretical
frame of reference that exists around success in entrepreneurs. The objectives of the current study
are to analyse the various aspects of entrepreneurial success by exploring the impact of various
factors affecting entrepreneurial success, also, to empirically investigate entrepreneurial suc-
cess.

The study is based on both primary and secondary research. The theoretical basis for the study is
based on the success attributes from the lens of entrepreneur’s psychology with a deep dive into
the reasons of entrepreneur’s motivation. The study discusses literature review based on three
elements, - the profile of the entrepreneur, the business environment and preparation for creation.

Additionally, for collection of Primary Data the questionnaire was shared with 60 respondents via
email among which a total of 52 responses were received. Two of the responses were incomplete so
a total sample size of 50 was considered for the analysis. The collected data was statistically
analyzed using SPSS. Furthermore, the study had carried out a multiple regression analysis to
examine the dependency of entrepreneurial success on 4i Model from Dutta and Crossan (2005).
The 4i model of entrepreneurship involves the processes of intuition, interpretation, integration
and institutionalization and occurs over three levels: individual, group and organizational.  Cor-
relation analysis was done to evaluate relationship between the components of relationship
marketing and customer loyalty. The data collection has taken place through a survey of founding
entrepreneurs for established companies.

The linking of the different variables using multiple regressions also allowed the confirmation of
the dependency of entrepreneurial success on the intuition, interpretation and integration of the
entrepreneur. It was identified through the data analysis that the 4i model adopted in this study
can be used perfectly to analyze the success of entrepreneurs. This investigation gives experimen-
tal proof on the elements influencing entrepreneurial success, along these lines contributing
information to the subject. Among others, the strict obligation/genuineness factor is seen as the
best factor to impact entrepreneurial success.

Keywords: Entrepreneurship, Entrepreneurial Success, Cognitive Styles, Relationship Marketing, Entrepreneurial psy-
chology
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AN ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT NETWORKS

Mohit Bhati, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

A network is a group of devices connected by links where each device is a node. A node is often a
computer, printer or, other devices capable of sending or receiving data to other nodes. Links that
connect nodes are referred to as communication channels. Devices are connected by telephone
cable, virtual cables, or visible connectors so that they canl interact easily. Communication be-
tween the 2 devices is often established using simplex, half-duplex, or full-duplex mode. Most
networks use distributed processing, during which work is split into smaller segments between
multiple computers. Rather than using one processor, many processors are made to complete one
task. The network should be ready to operate, be reliable, and secure. A network is often divided
into four categories, usually supported by its size. There are four types mainly LAN (Local Area
Network), MAN (Metropolitan Area Network), WAN (Wide Area Network), and PAN (Personal Area
Network). Every network has its structure these network structures are called topologies. The type
of topology are bus , tree, mesh, ring, star, and hybrid. The network use two type of models namely
‘’ OSI ‘’ and “TCP / IP”. The OSI model represents an open system interconnection. The OSI model
was developed by ISO (International Standard Organization) in 1984. The OSI model has seven
layers and the TCP / IP model has five layers. The TCP / IP model was developed before OSI. The
foremost common layers are OSI and TCP / IP application layer, network layer, data-link layer,
transport layer, and physical layer TCP / IP model. During a client-server network, the central
server is employed to store data. While in Peer-to-Peer, each peer has his data and within the
customer-server network, the server responds to customer requests while during a peer network,
each node can make both requests and answer services. During this case, a network concept is
going to be developed.

Keywords: - Network, Communication channels and modes, Distributed transmission, Network channels, Network
split, Topologies, Network model, OSI model, TCP / IP model, Peer-to-peer, and Client- server.
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EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT GOING GREEN: ISSUES, PROBLEMS & PROS-
PECTS

Dr. Bharti Sharma, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India
Jyoti Sharma, Rajasthan Technical University, Kota, India

Abstract:

An ecosystem is a territory of living organisms in association with the non-living components of
their environment, interacting as a system. The fundamental objective of sustainable development
is achieving balance between the exploitation of natural resources for socioeconomic develop-
ment, and conserving ecosystem services that are critical to everyone’s wellbeing and livelihood.
A healthy mind needs a hale and hearty body, healthy body requires a healthy environment that
could be possible in a healthy planet. Data revealed the fact that India scored 168 out of 180
countries in the year 2020 in Environment Performance Index (EPI- is a biennial index that quan-
tifies and numerically ranks the environmental performance of a country). Some of the indicators
used by EPI are Environmental Risk Exposure, Air quality, Air pollution, Water and sanitation,
Drinking Water Quality, Ecosystem vitality, Green innovation etc. hence it highlights the problems
in environment and provide guidance to move towards a sustainable future. Industries although
help in progression of Indian economy, but also responsible for deprivation of environmental
balance. Now it is the prime responsibility of corporate leaders to protect our nature and save the
planet Earth.

Green Human Resource Management (GHRM) is concerned with the involvement of policies and
activities in the field of HRM that involve all workers in accepting and implementing sustainable
practices and enlightening awareness about eco-friendly lifestyles. Green HR leads to increase
Business Goodwill, various eco-friendly activities, higher efficiency, lower cost, a healthier work-
place and heightened employee engagement and retention. Green HR initiatives can be promoted
through green culture and green teams at the organisations. Green team consist of group of
workforces who are involved in advancing sustainability within an organization. The task of these
teams is to find out the sustainable opportunities within the organisations and to educate and
train employees to take initiatives for environment friendly activities and come up with innovative
solutions of the problems.

Green HR initiatives that can enhance employee engagement can be remote working, meetings
through video conferencing, rewarding employees contributing for environment friendly activi-
ties, invite suggestions and appreciate participation of employees for green culture.

The aim of this paper is to understand the role of green initiatives adopted by corporates to attain
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) for all living beings and to find out the employee engage-
ment practices adopted by leaders as Green HR initiatives. Also the researchers wishes to under-
stand challenges and opportunities that arise due to the transition from traditional practices to
green HR practices with special focus on employee engagement practices.

Keywords: - Green human resource management, Sustainable development goals
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SECURITY ASPECTS OF CLOUD COMPUTING: A REVIEW

   Teena Lalawat, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

In the current era where storing large amounts of data on the local computers has become very
hard and it leads to  large amount of operational cost, maintenance of the resources to overcome
these kinds of problems a solution is implemented known as “Cloud computing”.  Cloud security
also plays an important role in cloud computing. Without cloud security Cloud theft, leakage, and
deletion like problems can be occurred.

Cloud computing comes into existence because moving to cloud computing may reduce the cost of
managing and maintaining IT systems as rather than purchasing expensive systems and equip-
ment for the business. Cloud computing  can reduce the costs by using the resources of cloud
service provider. It can scale up or scale down the operations and storage needs quickly to suit the
situation, allowing flexibility as per requirement. It also provides business continuity by protect-
ing from natural disasters, power failure or other crises. Cloud security is fundamental for the
numerous clients who are worried about the wellbeing of the information they store in the cloud.Be
that as it may, information put away in the cloud might be safer in light of the fact that cloud
specialist co-ops have unrivaled safety efforts, and their representatives are security specialists.
On-premise information can be more powerless against security penetrations, contingent upon
the kind of assault.Other considerations are maintaining the security of data in the cloud extends
beyond securing the cloud itself. In real life examples if we are using cloud computing then we have
very ease as all things as a whole are stored at one place and we can easily access them whenever
we want or needed and no need to maintain the infrastructure.Also provides with the high level of
security which prevents from any type of unauthorized access. This paper aims to describe cloud
computing and its security features. It also focuses on how cloud computing helps the society.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Security, Cloud theft
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AN INSIGHT INTO NEW ROLE OF IT IN ENTERPRISES

Garima Modi, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract: As now the technology is evolving day by day, it is contributing significantly in every
sphere of life, and enterprises is no exception. The emergence of technology has greatly affected
the business scene. Digitization has transformed in business world. Today’s companies not only
rely on information technology, they can’t survive without it. IT is integrated into products, it pulls
priceless information from customer data, and it is the force behind online shopping. Information
technology fosters innovation in business.  IT departments are experiencing tremendous changes
as their roles expand to impact customer service, sales, and even business strategies.  IT is the key
generator of online shopping. IT helps the enterprise to grow day-by-day. The demand of the new
digital economy has made IT more essential to business success than ever before. Small busi-
nesses use bunch of technology i.e., everything from servers to mobile devices – to develop com-
petitive advantages in the economic marketplace. In small business, IT support in reducing the
business costs. And it also assists in maintaining the records and data in very efficient way. IT also
expand the business by marketing on social media .IT improves the planning. IT support in better
decision making. IT improves the customer support. IT aids the people in meeting the new people
from other cities and expand their own business.  IT allows businesses to easily hold virtual
meetings with staff and clients around the world without having to spend time and money on
travel. IT assist in resolving the issues we never faced in local business. IT encourage the enter-
prises in implementing the new technology in their business. Every business is now thinking about
ways to enable digital selling and customer self-service. IT allows companies to expand interna-
tionally as easily as setting up a multi-language website that markets to global customers and
allows purchases in multiple currencies. Companies can use online recruitment to find more
qualified job candidates and handle most of the hiring process online. Digital technologies can
create and help innovate services and processes that will allow your customers to utilize your
products and services more efficiently without leaving the house. A variety of mobile apps, email
processes, web self-service capabilities, digital document technology and electronic signatures
can be developed and implemented to keep internal operations and revenue flowing when normal
processes are negatively impacted. Here’s an example: Many transactions for banks, insurance
companies and other financial services have gone online to make business easier for customers.
However, opening an account with a bank traditionally requires a new customer to show up at a
branch to sign the required forms and paperwork in person. Transforming those documents into
digital PDF forms with fillable fields, e-signatures and electronic identity verification can allow
new customers to sign up for services without showing up at the branch.  In this research I will
spell out the role of IT in enterprises and how it is changing day-to-day and how it is become
motivation of small business people and they are also investing in that by many ways.
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CLOUD COMPUTING & SECURITY

Surbhi Goyal, International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

In the current era where storing large amounts of data on the local computers has become very
hard and to do so we need a large amount of operational cost, maintenance, health check of the
resources so, to overcome these kinds of problems a solution is implemented known as “Cloud
computing”. On the other hand when cloud computing comes into picture then its greatest factor
cloud security which is “Cloud security is the protection of data stored online” also comes in
existence because on cloud all things are publicly accessible on the internet so, also to overcome
this problem we need to implement various security factors like Cloud theft, leakage, and deletion.
Methods of providing cloud security include firewalls, penetration testing, virtual private net-
works (VPN), and avoiding public internet connections. Cloud computing comes into existence
because moving to cloud computing may reduce the cost of managing and maintaining your IT
systems rather than purchasing expensive systems and equipment for your business. One can
reduce his/her costs by using the resources of cloud computing service provider, they can scale up
or scale down their operation and storage needs quickly to suit the requirements, allowing flex-
ibility as the needs change. It also provides business continuity by protecting from natural disas-
ters, power failure or other crises. Cloud computing uses deployment models like SaaS (Software
as a Service), PaaS (Platform as a Service), IaaS (Infrastructure as a Service) to provide the high
processing ability to end-clients. Whereas on the other hand. Cloud security is fundamental for the
numerous clients who are worried about the wellbeing of the information they store in the cloud
information on the cloud is be because cloud specialist make unrivaled safety efforts, and their
representatives are security specialists. On-premise information can be more powerless against
security penetrations, contingent upon the kind of assault. Other considerations are maintaining
the security of data in the cloud extends beyond securing the cloud itself. Cloud users must protect
access to the cloud that can be gained from data stored on mobile devices or carelessness with
login credentials. Another cloud security issue is that data stored on a cloud-hosted in another
country may be subject to different regulations and privacy measures. In real life examples if we
are using cloud computing then we have very ease as all things as a whole are stored at one place
and we can easily access them whenever we want and that too without the need to maintain
infrastructure. Also provides with the high level of security which prevents from any type of
unauthorized access. In this research cloud computing and its security and about how it’s affect-
ing our society is discussed. Also as per the data it is evident that cloud computing will continu-
ously expand as it provides vast levels of advantages.

Keywords: Cloud computing, Security, SaaS, PaaS, IaaS
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A SURVEY ON QUERY OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUES IN MOBILE DATABASE

Shubham Jaju,  IIS (deemed to be University), Jaipur, India

Abstract:

The emergence of mobile computing provides the ability to access information at any time and
place. However, as mobile computing environments have inherent factors like power, storage,
asymmetric communication cost, and bandwidth limitations, efficient query processing and mini-
mum query response time are definitely of great interest. A Mobile database uses wireless technol-
ogy to allow mobile computers to connect to its System. The database consists of a client and
server that connect to each other over the wireless network. Due to the vulnerability of wireless
network signals, a cache of activity is maintained to ensure that sensitive data/information can be
recovered. Mobile or Cloud computing usually consist of three components, within a wireless
network a mobile database will have one or more Base stations. These stations are responsible for
controlling the communication signals that need to be passes from one host to another. A base
station receives and sends information and often come in the form of some type of wireless router.
Hosts are responsible for handling the actual transaction that occurs within a mobile database.
Different Types of mobile database include Sybase SQL Anywhere, Oracle Lite, Microsoft SQL server
compact, IBM DB2 Anywhere and SQL Lite.

The general architecture of a mobile platform is a distributed architecture where a number of
computers generally referred to as FIXED HOSTS and BASE STATIONS are interconnected through a
high speed wired network. Fixed hosts are general purpose computers that are not typically equipped
to manage mobile units but can configured to do so. Base Stations functions as gateways to the
fixed network for the Mobile Units. They are equipped with wireless interfaces and offer network
access services of which mobile units are clients. Queries provide content-based access to dis-
cover the various information and services across a network or in the database. The user obtains
objective information by sending the relevant query to the database, which is processed by the
database engine and sends the query result back to the user. In general, query processing involves
the following steps: interpretation and transformation of the global query; use of local cache; and
transformation to location specific queries. Query optimization is intended to improve the effi-
ciency of query evaluation procedures. The effects of mobility on query processing need algo-
rithms that are capable of managing frequent disappearance and appearance of the mobile device
in the network. This paper elaborates on the classification of queries in mobile databases in three
main categories: location-dependent queries, location-independent queries and location aware
queries. The paper also focuses on various Mobile Database Query Optimization tools and tech-
niques for efficient data access.
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IT-ENABLED ENTERPRISES: UPCOMING SUSTAINABLE MODELS

Ankit Kumar Jain, International School of Informatics and Management, jaipur

Abstract:

Technology in business is a growing necessity. As the years go by, the business world is leaning
more and more toward it, making it almost impossible to separate the two from each other.
Innovation breeds business, and since technology plays the way for it, hence that business needs
technology to be sustained. Business has always existed since the early times of man. Even though
it only began with the simplistic exchange system, business would not be the same as it is today
without the advancements in technology. All the major industries would fall into a disastorous
collapse if one were to take away technology from business, since majority of business operations
and transactions somehow involve the use of technology. The role of technology in business
caused a tremendous growth in trade and commerce. Business concepts and models were revolu-
tionized as a result of the introduction of technology. This is because technology gave a new and
better approach on how to go about with business. It provided a faster, more convenient, and more
efficient way of performing business transactions. Applications of technology in business include
accounting systems, management information systems, point of sales systems, etc.

With the automated processes that technology can provide, productivity reaches a higher level.
This is due to the minimal resources consumed in processing business activities, allowing room
for better products produced and faster services delivered to more clients and customers. Infor-
mation is also stored with ease and integrity. With this, confidential and sensitive information are
less prone to vulnerabilities. The requisite information can also be instantly retrieved and ana-
lyzed to monitor trends and make forecasts, which can be crucial in decision-making processes.
Business involves communication, transportation, and more fields, making it a complex web of
processes. The technologies pertaining to other fields pushed business further. Globalization has
been possible due to the wonders of technology. Anyone can now do business anywhere from
within the four corners of his then room. Technology in business enabled a wider reach in the
global market. The basic example is the Internet, which is now a common marketing tool to attract
more consumers in availing products and services offered by various businesses. Technology in
business ultimately made living worthwhile. It cannot be denied though that technological threats
to business are growing rampant, such as hacking and other malicious activities, so one has to be
responsible enough in utilizing the power of technology. The good that technology brings has some
excess baggage in the form of bad things that threaten to shake the business world. In the end, it is
the responsible use of these that would further allow us to enjoy the benefits that technology can
bring. This paper studies the impact of recent technology trends on business.

Keywords: Enterprise, Business solutions, Security, Information Technology
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ROLE OF IOT IN HEALTH CARE

Arun Bhardwaj, International School of Informatics and Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Health is wealth are the golden word that were hear by everybody in our life at any point of time. As
the technology increases there are many smart devices and also mobile technology in the health
care sector results are significant on the worlds . Potential development of new smart and power-
ful devices for monitoring of individual’s health, health experts are taking advantage of these
technologies to improvement in the healthcare. By the use of these devices a normal person is also
able to know about their pulse beat, blood pressor, diabetes. IoT allows integrating physical
devices capable of connecting to the Internet and provide real-time health status of the patients to
doctor Even when the doctor is out of station one can take doctors advice on call or video call. Also
in some of the critical cases doctor & advice other doctors to oprate on the patient. And also some
mobile based  and web – based  application ,based on questionnaires, have already been devel-
oped to monitor the health of individuals. Some of the mobile applications are used to work like
their sending the warning  message to the relatives of the patient  so they can come and look after
the patient. IoT is thus proving to be a boon for patients are health care workers. This paper
attempts to provide a comprehensive analysis of the use of IoT in health care sector.

The main concept of a network of Smart device was discussed as early as 1982, with the modified
coco-cola vending machine and in 1991 Mark Weiser paper on ubiquitous computing “The com-
puter of 21st century”.  The term “Internet of things” and the term itself appeared in a speech by Peter
T.Lewis to the congressional Black Caucus Foundation 15th annual legislative weekend in Wash-
ington D.C, publish in September. The extensive set of applications for IoT devices is often divided
into consumer commercial, industrial and infrastructure space. These include Consumer applica-
tions such as , Smart  phone, Elder Care, Organization applications including, Medical and Health
care, Transportation, V2X Communication, Industrial applications like Manufacturing agricul-
ture, Food, Maritime, Infrastructure application as    Metropolitan scale deployment, Energy
management, Environment monitoring and Military applications that may include Internet of
Battlefield things(IoBT), Ocean of things.

It has been very important for every one in current scenario to obtain latest information about
what is happening around us .Also information about weather natural calamity ,and other thing
are necessary .Through this we can able to get knowledge  about anything that we want to know
also about health ,manufacturing,  agriculture, food  now it is very important in every field to be get
updated along with the time. There are number of serious concerns about danger in the growth of
the IoT especcaly in the area of privacy and security and consequently industry and government
moves to address these concerns have facilitated the use of IoT.
Key words: IoT, healthcare, healthcare infrastructure, smart devices
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PARALLEL AND DISTRIBUTED COMPUTING

Ajay Raj Singh, Dr. Vijay Gupta , International School of Informatics & Management, Jaipur, India

Abstract:

Parallel and Distributed Computing has made it possible to simulate large infrastructure like
Telecoms, air traffic in an effective way. It not only makes processes faster and reliable but also
provides geographical distribution of data and processes among the systems. Due to its great
capabilities it has led to diverse of research in this field. This has also led to many types of
computing paradigms like grid computing, cluster computing, utility computing and cloud com-
puting. Some modeling techniques can be PES, the system modelling, performance modelling and
network modelling. Parallel and Distributed Computing uses multiple processors and share the
same memory to execute the required computations. Paralllel and Distributed systems use differ-
ent models and modeling techniques for research and development. This paper reviews some of
the advances in the modelling and simulation aspect of this field. The Simulation Techniques and
software like SimOS, SimJAVA and MicroGrid are also discussed and evaluated. The paper then
goes deeper into its latest form, cloud computing.

Keywords:-  Parallel and Distributed Systems (PADS), Parallel and Distributed Computing, Discrete Event Simulation
(PES), Modelling & Simulation.
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ECONOMIC SYNERGIES FOR SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT OF COUNTRY-
A GLOBAL APPROACH

Leena Sharma,  Himalayan Garhwal University, Uttarakhand, India
Prof. Devesh Kumar, Himalayan Garhwal University Uttarakhand, India

Abstract:

In this period of rapid societal transformations, several forms of socio–monetary problems, hav-
ing relation to different disciplines have arisen which call for complete technique to obtain an-
swers for Sustainable Development.

The main goals of sustainable development were accepted by all U. N Members in 2015 as world-
wide call to demolish poverty, guard the planet & make sure that the whole world enjoy peace &
prosperity by 2030. India got slipped by two places from 117 last year on the 17 SDGs accepted as
a element of the 2030 plan by 193 U. N member states in 2015, according to the latest report of
state of India’s environment 2021. The 2030 schema for Sustainable growth recognize global trade
as an instrument for wide-ranging economic expansion and poverty decline, and an important
resource to attain the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). International trade is an integral
part of economic development which again depends upon availability of natural assets and its
right usage is taken into consideration as an essential determinant of country’s development.
However, a financial system having deficiency in natural assets is pressured to rely foreign coun-
tries for the delivery of minerals and different raw material which will run its industry. Here is why
sustainable development is essential for growth.

This paper aims at revealing policies, tools and strategies for attaining Sustainable Development
Goals relating to the Economic, Financial, Environmental and Socio-Cultural aspects. The paper
revolves around indivisible synergies towards achieving Sustainable Development Goals by for-
mulating solutions and strategies to cope up with the challenges faced by not only internal com-
munity but the countries as well. As a solution the idea of synergies has been used to investigate
the interplay of financial players and establishments in a network, as in “synergetics”. In econom-
ics, the evaluation and quantification of synergies were evolved within the context of mergers and
acquisitions from an economic and control perspective.

Keywords: Sustainable Development, Growth, SDGs, Synergetic
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